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Record Pasta is a winner in so many
different ways, For unbeatable salads,
irresistible diImers and champion
puddings - or simply as an exciting
change from rice or potatoes - Record
gives your family pasta-power.

Chicken Monique

S"rv"s 3-4

Ingredients
40z (100g) Record Pasta Shells or preferred
shapes - 4 medium onions, sliced - I tbsp. oil60z (175y) cookedd'Licken -1""oz (40y)

margarine-l1/,oz (40g) flour-'4 pint (450ml)
milk· Seasoning - Mixed herbs - 3 tomatoes,
sliced - 20z (63g) cheese, optional (grated)
Method:
Boil the shells as directed and drain.
Meanwhile, slice the onions and lightly
fry in the oil. Place the onions, cooked
shells and diced chicken into an ovenproof
dish and mix well.
In a small saucepan melt the margarine,
add the flour and cook for a few seconds,
gradually stir in the milk, bring to the boil,
stirring continuously, season and add herbs.
Mix the sauce with the other ingredients,
top with sliced tomatoes and cheese if
reqUired and bake for 20 minutes at 375'F
(l90°C) Gas Mark 5. Serve immediately.
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LONDON MARATHON ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We can't claim to be able to turn your
family into championship winners
every time but they will certainly look
great in our specially designed T-shirts,
Record breaker T-shirts are just
£2.00 each (inc.VAT andp&p) - soyou
can afford to get them for all the famil y.
Simply send a cheque/postal order
(made oullo RecordFoods) la Record
T-shirt Offer, 82 High Street South,
Dunstable, Bedfordshire, Don't forget
to include a note of how many T-shirts
you are ordering and in which sizes'and, of course, your name and address,
This offer subject to availability and
please allow 28 days for delivery.
• Sizes available: 28;' 32;' 36" and 40:'
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WELCOME
TO THE
GILLETTE
LONDON
MARATHON
From Sir Horace Cutler, OBE
Leader of the Greater London Council

Citizen Digi-JlnaTimeTrack.
Tracking time

with the speedoElight.
No more second hand. Now there's a second band'
an LCD time track that measures each second with
pinpoint precision as it travels around the
circumference of the clo<;k face. But of course
there's more. In the stopwatch mode the time track
speeds up to complete a full revolution each
second for split-second readings. And these

readings can be verified digitally at just the touch
of a button-right down to 1/100th of a second.
The digital portion of the Time Track contains an
alarm, digital stopwatch, an hourly chime, and a
permanently set calendar showing date and day.
Digi-Ana Time Track by Citizen.
The new way to keep track of time.

From eveIY point of view the London Marathon promises to be a great
event. Whether you are a competitor or a spectator, an athlete or a
fun-runner, the Marathon has something to offer.
The route itself provides a cross-section of modern London. Historic and
picturesque follows historic and dilapidated; it runs along and across the
river; through the parks; through the City.
The GLC is supporting the Marathon because it is good for London just as
it is for participants. I am veIY pleased to welcome visitors to our capital
city, particularly if this your first visit. I hope that you will enjoy the
Marathon; and I hope that you come and visit us again. If you are watching
this year's Marathon, perhaps you will run in the nei~e~ it- ~

The stOI1' behind
the London Marathon
by Chris Brasher, Race Director
Seventeen months ago, I experienced a great day of sport and I
wrote about it in The Observer:
To believe this story you must believe that the human race can be
one joyous family, working together, laughing together, achieving
the impossible.
.
I believe it because I saw it happen. Last Sunday, in one of the
most violent, trouble-stricken cities in the world, 11,532 men,
women and children from 40 countries of the world, assisted by 2.5
million black, white and yellow people, Protestants and Catholics,
Jews and Muslims, Buddhists and Confucians, laughed, cheered
and suffered during the greatest folk festival the world has seen.
Ax:td at the end of it all the story was written in their faces - faces
of contentment and happiness.
sure that it was written in my face because I was one of those
thousands who won the New York City Marathon. For the more
than 10,000 of us who finished it was a great persgnal yictory over
doubt and fear, body and mind; and for most of us we won only
because 2.5 million New Yorkers came out of their homes and
holes to feed and water us, to make music and brotherly love and

I'm
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to be Good Samaritans to all who felt like dropping by the
wayside.
There is only one explanation for this amazing phenomenon and
it has its roots in the heart of America. That great nation was
founded on man's desire to claw his way up the mountain of
human achievement.
Now that millions of Americans have realised that the pursuit of
greed can only lead to the destruction of the world, they have
turned to sport in order to fulfil their dreams. And the American
dream is to achieve: to achieve personal satisfaction and
recognition in society. And so we have the current Marathon
Madness.
It is mad for an overweight middle-aged matron to attempt the
toughest event in the athletic calendar and yet there were matrons
and maidens, old men and young boys doing just that: over 11,000
of them running 26 miles 385 yards through the streets of New York
and another 7,500 running the same distance through the streets of
Chicago - all on the same Sunday in October.
We had a marathon-mad Englishman in our group of 85 men and
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The story behind
the London Marathon

women who flew out from London: Nicholas Luard, one-time
founder of Pn'vate Eye, now at the age of 42 a writer of thrillers and
currently a book on the Kalahari Desert. His training for the
marathon consisted of one six-mile run in the early English summer
followed by three months in an African desert, followed by one
three-mile run before the flight to New York.
The Kalahari Desert is a great place for speed training: Nick did
two sessions which he swears were the equal of two of Seb Coe's
world records: 800 metres chased by a lion and 1,500 metres
pursued by an enraged elephant.
Fear is a powerful motive and he and I were fearful when we
climbed aboard a bus last Sunday at the Lincoln Centre as dawn
filtered through the mist which blanketed the New York skyline:
fearful that we would never complete the terrible task we had set
ourselves.
But one look around that bus brought a confident smile: there
was a fat podge, four-stone overweight, sitting opposite and
alongside him a wizened old man with broken nose and scarred
eyes reeked of the resin of the ring.
There was a lady of indeterminate age with long, fleshy, bare
thighs and a gabbling Frenchman who had seen at least 60 years of
good cooking. We must, we told each other, be able to keep
ahead of at least one of them.
So through the morning mist we bussed eastwards through
Queens and Brooklyn and over the towering Verrazano Bridge to
Fort Wadsworth, site of the longest urinal in the world and the
temporary home of 200 portable loos.
H was, Nick and I determined, absolutely essential to evacuate
our bowels before we started - you do not want to carry any
excess weight for 26 miles.
Anybody not thus occupied was applying vaseline: all over the
toes and feet, around the crotch, over the nipples (male as well as
female) and around the edges of shorts and bras. One grossly
overweight man was reputed to be supporting his excess flesh
with a bra.
We climbed on to the bridge for the start, seeking out the
placard which spelt out our expected running time. This is just one
small part of the immaculate organisation.
If you reckon, as I did, that you are going to run the marathon in
3hrs l5mins, the you look for a man holding up a board
emblazoned 3:15 and there you line up: international runners and
experienced marathoners on the right-hand span of the bridge;
females and first-timers on the left span. Eight wide lanes of
concrete covered in human feet.
A cannon blasts and you are off - gently chatting to your
neighbours to ensure that you keep an easy early pace. It is two
miles long, that bridge, the easiest, friendliest two miles I have
ever covered, and then you are into Brooklyn to tumultuous
applause - not just for the leaders but for everyone starting out on
this great adventure.
For mile after mile the route is deep in spectators. It is like
'running through the nations of Europe. There are Scotsmen and
Irishmen, Scandinavians and Spaniards, a full mile of Hasidic Jews
in formal black coats, wide-brimmed toppers, beards and ringlets
- men and boys, but few women or girls.
Mercifully, the mist still shrouds the sun and it seems that the
weather forecasters who predicted 80°F - an jnferno for marathon
runners - are going to be wrong. But just in case you take water
every mile; some of it down your throat, most of it over your head
and back. "Drink or splash," they shout, the millions who have
come to ensure that you succeed.
"Eight-six-eight, you're looking great," they shout. And 868, Mrs
Joan Coles, a teacher in her fifties from Worcestershire way, is
feeling great. So are we all. It feels so easy. No laboured breath, no
agony in the legs, just plenty of time to look around and enjoy the
sights and read the messages. "Bolivia needs a seaport" on the
back of one competitor. "Men of quality do not fear women's
equality" over the back and bosom of a compact American lady.
At the eight-mile mark I overtook a dinner-jacketed waiter,
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carrying a tray with a bottle of Pemer water, steady as a rock. He
can't be running the whole distance, I thought, but he was, and he
did...
After 20 miles, I had been reduced to the occasional walk and an
interminable battle with a man in a T-shirt that pronounced "Jesus
loves joggers".
And so to the throbbing music of Harlem and into Fifth Avenue
and a lovely smile from a big black gentleman and a dazzler from a
dazzling girl. Ahead are the soaring towers of Manhattan and the
sun is in your face, burning up the day, broiling the tarmac.
"You're looking great. Make that scene on the Tavern on the
Green," they shout, and you know now that you will indeed make
it to the finish in Central Park at the Tavern on the Green.
And what a welcome it is. I have heard the crowds shouting Sir
Gordon Richards home in the Derby; the roll of the winning goal at
Wembley; Olympic chants in four continents; but I have never
heard such fervour as came from that crowd who cheer you as
you approach the finish of the New York City Marathon.
Nearly 2,000 years ago Paul saw a vision on the road to
Damascus. Last Sunday millions of us saw a vision of the human
race, happy and united, willing their fellow human beings to a
pointless but wonderful victory over mental doubt and bodily
frailty.
I wonder whether London could stage such a festival? We have
the course, a magnificent course. But do we have the heart and
hospitality to welcome the world?
For seven months I waited to see whether anyone would follow
up the idea of a London Marathon but there was nothing but
rumour. So in June 1980, the editor of The Observer and I decided
that it was time for action. In the next four months we gathered
together a distinguished Board of Governors whose names you
will f"md on page 3. The Observer sent me to New York and
Boston to obtain budgets and information on their famous
marathons and a search started for a suitable sponsor. We
needed a sponsor because it was decided that it was unfair on
ratepayers and taxpayers for them to bear the cost of a good day
out for thousands of runners. We needed, so we estimated,
approximately £100,000 - a budget that was many times smaller
than that of the New York Marathon. If we raise more money
than we need, then the profit will go towards helping to provide
recreational and sporting facilities in the London boroughs.
In October, Gillette came to the rescue with a promise of
£50,000 and the Board of Governors decided that this, together
with entry fees, was a sufficient guarantee for us to go ahead. So
the Gillette London Marathon was set for March 29, 1981 and a
party of eight took off for New York. We called ourselves "The
Shadowing Party" because we were "shadowing" our opposite
numbers in New York to see how they organised their great
event. It was a most fruitful 7 days - without the knOWledge we
gained we could never have coped with the phenomenal interest
that the British public have shown in the Gillette London
Marathon.
We expected to receive a maximum of 4,000 entries. Instea~
over 21,000 people asked for entry forms and we had the difficult
.task of trying to be as fair as humanely possible in Qte short time
available.
Of course we have made mistakes and we shall make many
more but our guiding philosophy has always remained the same:
that this is a folk marathon designed to give the maximum
number of people the opportunity of accepting the challenge of
running the classic marathon distance of 26 miles 385 yards - co,
distance which has produced more drama than any other
athletics event.
March 29, 1981 will be a dramatic day for many of us. Every
single one of us who completes the course will be a winner to
ourselves: and those who tried and failed will have the
satisfaction of knowing that at least they "had a go" .
We hope that all of you, competitors and spectators, will have a
great day out. Remember always that we, the organisers, are
new to the job of coping with such a mammoth event and that all
we ask is that you all be cheerful colleagues in this great
adventure; prudent pedestrians when on the road; and
considerate competitors towards everybody. Our objective is to
1Jelieve, and to show, that the human race can be one joyous
family, working together, laughing together, achieving the
impossible together. 0
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Surf City Products are formulated to meet the specific
demands of sportsmen and women of all types Athletes, Bodybuilders, Swimmers, Cyclists, Joggers,
Power and Weight Lifters, Squash Players and of
course 'Keep Fitters'.

Vita - Bites
Surf CityYita·Bites are munchy, super tasting discs
of energy and protein. An easy way to boost protein
and energy levels during
the day. In three flavours.
Butterscotch, Strawberry
and Banana.

Pangamate B15
Tablets

Instant Protein P.P.I.
Powder

Hi· Potency Surf City Pangamate B15 provides lOOmg
of B15 per tablet It appears that B15 assists the
general supply of Oxygen to the blood, resulting in
better cellular health,
hence more muscle
efficiency and less
fatigue.

development in the provision
of proteins, yielding not
less than 90% Pure
Protein. A high
concentration of easily
assimilated vegetable

Instant Protein P.P.1. is a new

protein.
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BOOSTERS

Desiccated Liver Plus
B12 Tablets
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PROTEIN
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TABLET

Vita - Minerals Plus
Ginseng Tablets
Surf City Yita·Minerals plus Ginseng tablets are
precisely formulated
to provide a daily
dose of essential
Vitamins, Minerals
and Ginseng.
These new High·
Potency tablets
will ensure that the
body receives the
necessary
balanced nutrition
Inc. 150mg
intake daily for
GINSENG health and Fitness.

l

Super Kelp Plus
Alfalfa Tablets
Surf City Super Kelp plus Alfalfa
tablets are an ideal combination of
two of Nature's best
mineral and trace
element sources.
These two
elements help
in ensuring that
protein is more
fully absorbed.
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Protein Plus
Multivitamin Tablets
A blend of Proteins (48% each
tablet) and essential Vitamins in
one tablet giving a
natural aid for
Health and Fitness.
Exercise increases
the body usage
of Protein and
Vitamins. that
is why Surf
City has
combined
these
important elements in one tablet

High Potency Brewers
Yeast Plus P.A.B.A.
Tablets
Brewers Yeast is recog nised as
the best source of the
Vitamin B·Complex.
Each Surf City High
Potency Brewers
Yeast plus PABA
tablet provides the
potency of 48
ordinary 300mg
Yeast tablets and'
are 45% Protein.

Available from Health Food Stores
and Health Clubs

Surf City Natural Fitness Foods, Park Road, Overseal, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. Tel: 0283-221616

Why on earth run 26 miles?
"The first marathon came about
in this way. In 490BC the Persians
invaded Greece. The Greeks did
not care for this. A force of 10,000
angry Athenians, though outnumbered six to one, triumphed over
the Persians in a battle on the plain
of Marathon. They killed about
6,400 Persians and drove the
invaders back to their ships.
News of their victory was entrus- .
ted to a courier, who was sent
racing to Athens, nearly 23 miles
away. There is some question as to
his identity. Some historians give
the name as Phillipides or Pheidippides, though others argue that
point. All agree on one thing,
though: somebody ran the news
back to Athens where, acdording
to reliable sources, he said upon
arrival: "Rejoice, we conquer!"
And dropped dead.
That is the great tradition that
modem marathon runners seek to
emulate."

T

hus Vic Ziegel and Lewis Grossberger
in THE NON-RUNNER'S BOOK, their spoof on
James Fixx's best seller THE COMPLETE
BOOK OF RUNNING. Even marathon runners, although known for their equanimity and
ability to take the sneers of outsiders, would
Pro9ably want to correct the jocular authors
on a couple of points. Contemporary evidence - which can only be enhanced by
what transpires on March 29 - suggests that
despite any temporary pain experienced
along the way, the marathon race is a Iifeenhancing, enjoyable event. And as for
dropping dead, one American doctor,
Thomas Bassler, has gone so far as to suggest
that anyone capable of running 26 miles at
one go is automatically immune from heart
disease.
If the latter claim is somewhat overenthusiastic, so too are the many renderings
of the origin of the race we now know as the
marathon. Contrary to the story above,
classical historians now prefer a version of
event Which, were they to be followed
literally by modem participants, would have
Sunday's runners on the road until well after
breakfast on Monday morning. Either that, or
in a coffin.
The evidence for a run undertaken from
the battlefield at Marathon to Athens is rather
scanty, as revealed by Roger Gynn and
David Martin in their excellent book THE
MARATHON FOOTRACE. Phillipides or Pheidippides was more likely despatched the 150
miles to Sparta to summon help for the
beleaguered Athenians. The Spartans apparently didn't fancy joining in someone
else's scrap that particular day, but as consolation on the return journey, Pheidippides
ran into the god Pan who told him the gods
were on the Athenians' side and not to
worry. Perhaps this spurred the messenger
on: he is said to have completed the 30G-mile
round trip in two calendar days! (Some
accounts suggest that after all this, Pheidippides took part in the battle before bearing
the victory news to Athens. In which case,
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it's not surprising he dropped dead.)
Pheidippides was, by profession, a
"hemerodromos", a sort of glorified postman or despatch rider without a horse whom
in those days, was the only means of communication between cities and armies.
Hemerodromoi were said to be capable of
covering 1,000 "stades" (a stade is the
variable length - usually around 200 metres
- of a Greek athletics stadium) in 15 hours'
running. That's around 110 miles and compares favourably with modem ultra-distance
records.
Marathon running, or Hemerodroming as it
so easily might have been named, did not
immediately sweep the world like some prehistoric skateboarding craze. After all, this
was some time before the creation of the
Aerobics Centre in Dallas and the days of
televised health warnings from Britain's
Health Education Council. In fact, nothing
was heard of the event for another 2,00G-odd
years when it was suddenly brought out of
the lumber-room of history by an apparently
sadistic Frenchman named Michel Breal, a
sidekick of Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the
reviver ofthe Olympic Games. Breal was one
of those officials who liked dreaming things
up for others to do: at least his name never
appears on any marathon ranking lists of the
time.
At the ancient Olympics in Olympia, the
longest running event was the "dolichos" usually 24 stades and therefore the equivalent of the modem 5,000 metres. When
Breal accompanied the Baron to Athens to
make arrangements for the first modem
Olympic Games of 1896, he came up with the
idea of commemorating the epic run of the
Athenian soldier involved in the battle at
Marathon. This caught the Greeks' sense of
history and besides, Breal offered to pay for
a gold cup for the winner out of his own
pocket. That settled it. Which is why harrassed motorists, brought to a halt around
London on March 29 by a file of hobbling
runners will, if they know their history, be
directing their curses at M. Breal, and not
just a combination of Messrs GiIlette, Brasher
and Cutler.
The Greeks decided to make this their
event at the first Olympics, running two practice races from Marathon to Athens (a bit
over 24 miles) before the Games themselves,
then providing 12 ofthe 16 starters in the real
race. (For details of a seventeenth, mystery
competitor, read on.) The first 'practice was
won in 3hrs 18mins, the second in 3: 11. Fifth
out of six in the latter was one Spiridon Louis
(or Loues) in 3: 18:27. Reported variously to
be a shepherd and a messenger - a modem
equivalent, fittingly, of the ancient
hemerodromoi - Mr Louis went on to
become the very first Olympic marathon
winner and the first man in history to break
three hours for the (admittedly underdistance) race. His time at the 1896 Olympics
was 2:58:50 - perhaps worth 3: 10 for the full
26 miles and 385 yards. Anyone breaking
three hours in the London Marathon who'd
got themselves born a century earlier could
have acquired instant fame and prosperity.
Louis is said never to have run a race again in

his life, but to have lived extremely comfortably as a result of a series of shrewd
sponsorship deals which make today's
occasional "fiver under the table" look very
innocent. Among other things, he got
himself free shaves for life from an Athens
barber, whose business boomed as a result,
and - pre-dating shot-putter Geoff Capes'
free steaks from a local butcher for training
purposes - free meals for life from various
sources.
As a guide to the stature of Spiridon's time
for those sneering elitists who aim at the two,
rather than three-hour marathon, it should be
taken into account that the men's world
record mile time, set in 1893 by Australian
Edwin Flack (winner of the 1896 Olympic 800
and 1,500 metres and a non-finisher in the
marathon) stood at 4mins 40secs. The sort of
time Seb Coe might do 10 times before
breakfast nowadays!
The people most inspired by this newly
created, artificial running event were the
Americans. Later in 1896, there was a New
York City marathon of 25 miles held during a
track and field meeting (won by John J.
McDermott in 3:25:55.6) and a year later
came the first Boston marathon, which is now
the oldest continuously run marathon in the
world. The Boston course, a point-te-point
then as now, was 24.7 miles long and
McDermott won again in the far superior
time of 2:55: 10.2. Later, America was to stage
heavily-promoted two-man challenge
matches over the marathon distance - often
indoors on tightly-banked tracks, with large
sums of money available to the winner.
But what exactly was the marathon distance? Until 1908, the year the modem
Olympics came to London, it was any distance close to 25 miles which suited the
organisers. It took British royalty to set a
standard which has since become universally accepted. The story goes that the official course from Windsor to the White City
stadium in London was 26 miles, but at the
request of Queen Alexandra, the start was
moved back by a few hundred yards to the
edge of the royal lawn so that the Royal
Family could get a better view. And it's
stayed at 26 miles and 385 yards (42,195
metres) ever since.
The 1908 Olympics threw up the first of a
long line of characters who have graced the
marathon event in its 84 year history. The first
man home at White City was Italian confectioner Dorando Petri - but he was disqualified for receiving assistance over the line
after he'd stumbled in the home straight.
Queen Alexandra stepped in again, though,
and made up for the loss of the official gold
medal (which went to American Jim Hayes in
the time of 2:55: 18.4) with the presentation of
a special trophy to the popular little Italian.
Another Royal presentation was made this time to a Briton - after the horrific 1954
Empire Games Marathon. Jim Peters entered
the stadium in Vancouver, Canada, with a
huge lead but was overcome with heat
exhaustion and never reached the tape,
having run himself into a state of collapse.
Prince Philip later presented Peters with a
special scroll to mark his bravery but it was
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Whvon earth run 26 miles?

Where it all started - or rather where the first marathon of modern times f"mished. In the foreground, below the towering Acropolis
in Athens, is the site of the 1896 Olympic Stadium, scene of Spiridon Louis' epic victory
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sad that this should be the great London
runner's last ever race.
Then there was Emil Zatopek in the 1952
Olympics who, like Lasse Viren at the 1916
Games, entered the marathon almost as an
afterthought after winning the 5,000 and
10,OOOm events. Unlike Viren, he demolished the field, including Jim Peters, and
picked up his third gold medal in as many
days.
Britain has often led the way in marathon
running. In recent times, Ron Hill and Ian
Thompson have won all the major championships and classic races (New York, Boston
and Fukuoka in Japan are three of the most
celebrated) bar one: the Olympics.
It was the victory in the 1912 Munich
Games by the USA's Frank Shorter which led
the marathon explosion in America.
oggers and runners of all sorts suddenly
wanted to pit themselves against this
te challenge and Shorter, like the man
o took over from him as the American No.
Bill Rodgers, became a national hero.
7fhereas only 812 Americans ran faster than
E::ree hours during the whole of 1910, five
'ieaIS later 881 runners broke that time in a
erace!

world record - strictly speaking, it's a

world best since courses are so variable currently stands at 2:08:34. It belongs to
Derek Clayton who was born in Barrow-inFurness, Lancs. but who is in fact an Australian. Despite all the interest in the event,
it's one of athletics' most enduring records,
set as it was in Antwerp way back in 1969.
Some people will be watching the London
race in the hope of a world record: Race
Director Chris Brasher has predicted that
someone soon will run 2:08 on the London
course. But for many others, the greatest
excitement comes from the sight of the huge
colourful fields consisting of ordinary nonspecialist people setting out on one of life's
ultimate challenges. In a world which
demands little from us physically, the extraordinary, larger-than-life marathon Odyssey
takes people back to their active roots and
gives them a sense of purpose and achievement. As American running guru Dr George
Sheehan puts it: "I believe every human
must have the capacity to endure, and could
find it if he tried. And there is no better place
to discover it than in a marathon, for the truth
is that every man in a marathon is a survivor
or nothing, including the winner."
Only one thing needs to be added to that:
don't forget the ladies. Women's distance

running has come a long way since an
official tried to throw Katherine Switzer out of
the then all-male Boston Marathon in 1961.
Today Ms Switzer manages the international
women's athletic circuit for Avon Cosmetics
who brought their marathon to the streets of
London for the first time last August. And
while the men's record has stood still for
nearly 12 years, the women have improved
from 3:19:33 in 1964 to Grete Waitz's 1980
New York record of2:25:42.
Surprisingly, though, Switzer was not the
first "illegal" lady entrant to gatecrash a
marathon. She was pre-dated by some 11
years by one Melpomene, a Greek lady
who is reported to have quietly slipped in
among the starters at Marathon in 1896 (see
above). The mayor of Marathon, the official
starter, saw her but was more tolerant than
Boston's officials. She ran the distance in a
highly creditable four and a half hours but
her achievement has, until recently, been all
but forgotten. Now that the world and his
wife have decided the marathon is for them,
Melpomene is looked upon not as a
dangerous eccentric, but as a lady who was
slightly ahead of her time.

Andy Etchells
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Great moments i 'marathon history

LONDON, 1908
Runners leave Windsor Castle (above)
in the 1908 Olympic Marathon.
Approaching White City (left) the
cyclists look in worse shape than
Italy's Dorando Pietri, but a helping
hand (below left) costs Pietri the race,
leaving America's Thomas Hicks
(below) triumphant

ATHENS, 1896
The lust marathon for
2,386 years: Spiridon Louis
wins the 1896 Olympic
Marathon in Athens,
accompanied on his last
lap (above) by the hatwaving GeOrge I, King of
Greece. Louis is
garlanded (right) after the
victory ceremony for
which he wore traditional
Greek dress
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1896 and 1908 picture.: BBC Hulton
Picture Library

Great moments in marathon history

TOP: Jim Peters, the
world's first sub 2:20
runner, collapses in
sight of the fmish in the
1954 Empire Games in
Vancouver
RIGHT: Abebe Bikila of
Ethiopia sliced eight
minutes off the
Olympic record in
Rome in 1960 running
barefoot. Four years
later in Tokyo he
became the fll'st man in
history to retain the
Olympic marathon title
FAR RIGHT: Emil
Zatopek of Czechoslovakia scored a
unique triple at the
1952 Helsinki
Olympics, winning the
5,000m, 10,OOOm and
marathon
BELOW: Women's
distance running has
come a long way since
officials tried to throw
Kathy Switzer out of
the previously all-male
Boston Marathon in
1967. Only a month
ago, women atJast won
the right to appear in
the Olympic Marathon

NESCAFE
Official Supplier
London Marathon

Runners-Visit the Nescafe* Hospitality
tent at the start of the marathon
'Nescafe is a registered trade mark to designate Nestle's instant coffee .
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Great moments in marathon histoJ

Staminade
puts back what the sweat takes out
Frank Shorter (top left) won the Munich
Olympics Marathon in 1972 and sparked off tII
great American distance running boom. Be
almost repeated the feat four years later in
Montreal, hut was pipped by the stylish East
German Waldemar Cierpinski (below) who
went on to emulate Ahebe Bikila in retaining
the Olympic title in Moscow

'Staminade' is a pleasant, citrus flavoured, thirst
~
quenching, drink mix. The balanced combination
\;,
of essential minerals and body salts replace
~~ ~~"C~~
those lost through perspiration, helping to
~~f" ~
prevent the cramps associated with
~
strenuous exercise. In addition, 'Staminade'
contains glucose, providing an instant source
of energy to maintain peak performance.
'Staminade' can be taken before, during
or after exercise, as often as it is needed
or required.
Ask at your local chemist or sports shop
for supplies or write to: 'Staminade',
N'lcho~as Laboratories Ltd.,
225 Bath Road, Slough, SL1 4AU.

c:
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~
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Wo"men make their debut at the
ma,t'athon distance in the 1984 L
An:geles Olympics. The undispll
world's number one, Grete Wai
(seen left in last October's New
York City Marathon), has set th
world hests in as many races. E
2:25:42 would have won the mel
Olympic marathon up to 1952
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'Staminade' is a trade mark.

Join us and celebrate at the Avon International
in Ottawa, August 23rd, 1981.
The Avon Cosmetics International Marathon last summer closed
London streets for the first time for a marathon. We are pleased that our
early efforts have resulted in a wonderful annual event for London.
The Avon Marathon, 1981, will be in Ottawa, a beautiful city and a
runner's paradise.
The Olympic Committee's decision to add the women's marathon to
the 1984 Games in Los Angeles was based on widespread interest in the
sport - as well as elite performances. Women all over the world-of all
levels and abilities - who participated in the Avon International
Marathons in London, Waldniel and Atlanta helped convince the IAAF
and the 10C that women are ready and willing to go the distance.

So even if you cannot run as fast as Lorraine Moller, Joyce Smith,
Martha Cooksey and Joan Benoit, you can come out to run and
celebrate the victory that women everywhere have earned.
The officialAvon marathon travel agency, Hal Higdon and
Roadrunner Tours, has designed programmes for all runners from budget
weekend packages to one and two week holidays which will permit you
to combine participation in this great international event with a
Canadian summer vacation. In the last three years, the Avon Marathon
has established itself as the single most important race for women as
well as an exciting event for those men who support their efforts.
Join us:

Kathrine Switzer, Avon International Running Circuit, Imperial Drive, Harrow. Middlesex.
Roadrunner Tours, 301 W Highway 20, Michigan City, IN 46360.
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Gillette Industries Limited

Gillette has been involved with sports sponsorship in one form or
another somewhere in the world since about 1910,. as demonstrated
by sponsorship of the "World Series" baseball event in America,
which has continue'd for over 40 years as a major event in Gillette's
world-wide sporting calendar. Sponsorship differs around the
world and in the American context means paying for a radio or TV
programme in which the company's advertisements are inserted: a
very different concept from title sponsorship as we know it in
England.
Gillette's interest in sport in the UK received a fillip in 1962 when
discussions between Managing Director, Henry Garnett, and the
MCC about cricket sponsorship'resulted in the birth of The Gillette
Cup knock-out competition. For the first time in the history of the
MCC, commercial sponsorship was established. The success of
Gillette's involvement in cricket speaks for itself in that the
association lasted 18 years during which considerable benefits
accrued to both sides.
In 1980, however, the time had come to move on to something
new, and Gillette decided to enter the exciting world of athletics
by successfully sponsoring a top international event at Crystal
Palace - The Gillette Golden Mile. Soon afterwards negotiations
were opened to discuss opportunities for Gillette to support a
marathon event being considered by the GLC. There was no doubt
that the marathon needed strong support if it was going to find a
place on the UK annual athletics calendar and with Gillette's past
experience and reputation for sound sponsorship, their offer of title
sponsorship was welcomed by the organisers.
Since its announcement, The Gillette London Marathon has
grown to be a major sporting event on this year's calendar, and
we are delighted to see other companies also dedicating
themselves to supporting the needs of this prestigious event.

ASHBOURNE

Sparkling Natural Mater
Nestle's Ashbourne Water is very pleased to be closely associated
with the inaugural London Marathon, both as an official supplier
and sponsor.
Ashbourne, the leading British mineral water, comes from an
underground source in the Derbyshire Peak District and is
carbonated and bottled in the little market town whose name it
bears.
Its involvement in the Marathon will be wide ranging, with the
major contribution being at the finishing line, refreshing all those
tired and thirsty runners as they stagger home. This will mean
serving cups of sparkling water at a rate of more than one per
second during the busy time between noon and one o'clock.
It is also intended, at the time of going to press, to import the
Ashboume Town Band to entertain spectators along those parts of
the route sponsored by Ashbourne and Nescafe. We hope you will
enjoy your day.

Bovril

Bovril are delighted to be involved in the first ever London
Marathon.
The product has always been associated with sports and
strenuous physical activity - from the days in the winter of 1904
when one "Dr" Deighton, hero of the 1903 London to Newcastle
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walk,trained for his follow-up LandS End to John O'Groats walk
"only on Bovril".
Bovril's sponsored mile runs to the river end of the Cutty Sark
and a special prize of a year's supply of Bovril will be given to the
first runner to r~ach it. Bovril will also be served to all finishers an estimated 1,000 litres of beefy goodness - from specially
produced commemorative mugs.

British
aIrways
As official carrier, flying in competitors from around the world,
British Airways is proud to be associated with the first ever London
Marathon.
It seems a natural association, for setting the pace is nothing new
to British Airways. Leading the field in international passenger air
travel, whether it is Poundstretcher low fares or supersonic
Concorde - with travel faster than a bullet from a rifle - British
Airways claims to be the first.
With the rapid growth of interest in metropolitan marathons
internationally, and in anticipation of the New York marathon later
this year, the British Airways Sports Advisory Bureau is geared up
to offer the best service to groups, teams, clubs and individual
runners and spectators alike.
Sovereign Holidays, the National Carrier's inclusive holiday
subsidiary, with its wide range of USA packages, offers plenty for
those wishing to combine a holiday in New York, one of the most
exciting cities in the world, with the marathon.
Right now, however, it's London's turn, and British Airways
wishes success to the competitors, organisers and all concerned

.Y'CiTIZEN

Citizen, the international watch manufacturer, is the official timer of
the Gillette London Marathon.
The company will be placing a clock on the lead car, which will
travel the whole length of the route just in front of the runners, as
well as the vital finish clock and six other clocks along the route.
Citizen's decision to support the Marathon is part of the
company's major move into athletics. The company has just
announced its sponsorship of the International Amateur Athletic
Federation's Golden Series of individual track and field events.
In addition, in 1982 it will sponsor a special Citizen Golden
Marathon in Athens, the home of the event (see page 8).
To every marathon competitor who finishes the course, timing is
vitally important. Whether it's 2hrs 20mins or more than four hours,
the official record of each runner's time becomes a cherished
possession.

Qotl MA~..,~
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Superstars in rent-a-car
Suppliers ofthe officialll1arathon cars

Where winners rent
Hertz rents Fords and otherfine cars.

STAY WITH THE BESTTRUSTHOUSE FORTE

B®

Hertz have been appointed the official car contractors for the
London Marathon. Backing Britain all the way, Hertz will be
providing a British car to lead the race and carry the official
Marathon clock. They also provided the lead car for last year's
Dublin Marathon.
The car, driven by Andrea Gilbertson, the "Hertz personality
girl", and a Hertz truck carrying photographers and BBC Outside
Broadcasts commentator Alan Parry, will precede the runners and,
to aid competitors gauge their times, Hertz mileage marker cars
carrying roof clocks will be stationed at fixed intervals along the
length of the route from Greenwich to the West End.
Twelve Hertz cars with drivers, based at the Strand Palace Hotel,
the Marathon HQ, will be at the disposal of the Race Director to
transport VIPs and sports personalities around London during
Marathon Week.
Hertz will be presenting an award at the official prize-giving to
the first non-athlete to cross the finishing line. Special hire rates
will also be offered by Hertz to all participants during the weekend
of the festivities.
Hertz also have two runners in the race, Sue Whittaker and Chris

As official hosts to the London Marathon, we are pleased FOR MORE INFORMATION
to offer, as always, superb accommodation at excellent value. With over OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
20 hotels and 50 restaurants all over London, Trusthouse Forte offers
BOOK, PHONE: 01·567 3444
the widest choice.
And remember, Trusthouse Forte has over 200 fine hotels
throughout Britain. You can explore beautiful cOlmtryside,
linger in charming villages, and stay in a range of
hotels from historic coaching houses
TRUSTHOUSE FORTE
to modern Post Houses.

Yours

fai8uuy
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Donnachie, from the Hertz European Headquarters outside
London.

METAXA
Metaxa is one of Greece's best known products. This famous
Greek brandy, first created in 1888, has become familiar
throughout the world. Metaxa's sales abroad now represent 85 per
cent of the total exports of Greek alcoholic beverages and 40 per
cent of the total Metaxa yearly production.
A key vehicle in the company's international promotion has been
sport. Metaxa is one of the most active companies in this area,
supporting world-class events in swimming, rowing, athletics and
soccer and it plans a substantial involvement at the 1982 World
Cup in Spain.
It is sport that has helped Metaxa keep its name at the forefront
of public consciousness. In deciding to support the first London
Marathon, it has recognised an event of international interest and
tremendous spectator appeal.
Metaxa wishes the organisers a successful day and the
competitors the best of luck.

NESCAFE
AEGD.

Nestle, the makers of Nescafe, are delighted to have been
appointed the official coffee s.uppliers for the London Marathon.
Some 9,000 cups of coffee have to be available on Sunday
morning in Greenwich Park, around 8,000 of them being needed
within a 60 minute period from 7.30am! This means a 3.00am start
for the team involved, which includes staff from Gardener
Merchant, the well known catering services experts. 320 gallons of
near-boiling water are needed along with 15 coffee-dispensing
stations with 10,000 specially printed plastic cups.
During the peak hour, around 125 cups of Nescafe a minute will
be required from 100 three-gallon urns.
How many runners will follow the strict dietary regime,
prescribed by experts, in the lead-up period is not known. But the
suggestion that caffeine, taken shortly before the event, helps
one's muscles provide extra "go" is another matter. Steaming hot
Nescafe just before the "off' has to be a good thing - for the lift it
gives as well as the taste!

Pasta Foods are the official pasta suppliers to the London
Marathon. They are providing two tons of Record Pasta to fuel the
hungry muscles of over 7,000 runners at their grand Pasta Party the
night before the race (Saturday March 2B) at the Royal Lancaster
Hotel, W2. "The Marathon is an excellent vehicle for the
continuation of our Record Breaker campaign which features fit,
healthy people cycling and jogging," says Pasta Foods' Martin
Palmer. "We're delighted to help the marathon runners on their
way. It could perhaps be said that the marathon running public is
ahead of the general public in appreciating that pasta is a superb
energy food, high in carbohydrate and low in fat."
Pasta Foods - a division of Rank Hovis Macdougall - are
Britain's leading manufacturer of pasta: they even export to Italy!
Fuller details of the Pasta Party are to be found on the Marathon
Week Events page.

Chosen for
The Royal Film
Performance
1981
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Trusthouse Forte Hotels are the official hosts for the London
Marathon. It is perhaps fitting that the largest hotel, catering and
leisure group in the world should be acting as hosts to the largest
gathering of marathon runners ever assembled in the United
Kingdom, and Trusthouse Forte hotels in Central London - hotels
such as the Hyde Park Hotel, the Grosvenor !louse, the Strand
Palace, the Waldorf and the Cavendish. As ever, Trusthouse Forte
will take great care to ensure that their guests will enjoy a good
evening's relaxation and rest after their exertions!
In Britain and Ireland Trusthouse Forte owns 225 hotels. Apart
from the London hotels which are hosts to the Marathon runners,
there are 188 hotels and 34 Post House motor hotels. In Ireland,
where the Shelbourne and the Royal Hibernian in Dublin are
probably the best known, there are five THF hotels.
Internationally the company operates or is associated with over
BOO hotels and holiday villages throughout the world, and over
3,000 restaurants and catering outlets.

olivelti

An Olivetti system has been chosen to compute the results of the
Gillette London Marathon. Each runner's time will be worked out
by five P 6066 minicomputers and any cheating will be swiftly
nipped in the bud because, at the start of the race, Olivetti will be
taking a reading of every entrant's bar code, which is stapled to
each runner's number.
The bar code, supplied by SB Electronics and called the Telepen
System, will also be read at the end of the race, as each runner
crosses the finishing line. Simultaneously, times will be
electronically recorded in the P 6066 and a funnelling system will
ensure that they are read in the same order.
The P 6066 will also segregate and print lists of male finishers,
female finishers and the total number of finishers, including their
names, numbers, whether they come from abroad, or the name of
their town if they come from the UK and the time in which they
completed the marathon.
The P 6066 minis - the computer used to process data during
the 1980 British Grand Prix - also provides an inquiry list for the
media, through a specially imported video generator. The same
information will be available in printout form for members of the
press.
The valiant competitors will be rewarded for their pains after the
event: each of them will be sent a complete reading of their time
and placing in the marathon.

WEST NALLY GROUP
The West Nally Group is the official marketing company to the
Gillette London Marathon, helping to bring sponsors into the event
to raise money for charity.
It was West Nally, international consultants in sports marketing
and sponsorship, who introduced Gillette to the Marathon
organisers. The rest is history. Gillette made a rapid decision to
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Twentieth Century-Fox are pleased to be associated with the
Gillette London Marathon, and to be presenting a team prize.
The timing of the Marathon could not be more fitting as it
coincides with the Premiere of the 20th Century-Fox release
CHARIOTS OF FIRE, which has been chosen for this year's Royal Film
Performance in the Gracious Presence of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth, the Queen Mother - CHARIOTS OF FIRE will open at the
Odeon Haymarket on March 31st.
The setting of the fIlm is the 1924 Paris Olympic Games where
Eric Liddell and Harold Abrahams gained gold medals for Britain.
Eric Liddell, the son of a Scots missionary, and Harold Abrahams,
the son of a Lithuanian Jew, both run because they have to. Lidde
for God, whose cause he upholds almost to the point of athletic
suicide, and Abrahams as a means of dealing a final blow to the
humiliation and bigotry which have haunted him all his life.
The roles of Liddell and Abrahams are taken by two young
British actors, Ian Charleson and Ben Cross, who had to undergo
stringent training together with the other actor/runners in the caSl
Tom McNab, the Olympic coach, was given the task of bringing
them all up to the very high standard reflected in the magnificent
track sequences in the film.
support the first, full-scale, big city Marathon in London and,
overnight, added 1981's biggest sports event to the UK calendar.
West Nally was founded in 1970 by Peter West, the BBC-TV
and radio commentator and Patrick Nally, a young London
businessman. The original company has grown into an internatiom
organisation with offices in London, New York, Paris, Monaco,
Tokyo and Madrid.

Twentieth Century-Fox and Allied Stars Present An Enigma Production.
"CHARIOTS OF FIRE'}"
Starring: Ben Cross -Ian Charleson -Nigel Havers -Cheryl Campbell -Alice Krige
Guest Stars (in alphabetical order):
LindsayAnderson - Dennis Christopher . Nigel Davenport - Brad Davis
Peter Egan - John Gielgud -Ian Holm -Patrick Magee
Screenplay by ColinWelland . Music By Vangelis' Executive Producer Dodi Fayed
Produced by David Puttnam - Directed by Hugh Hudson
~
CIJl,':;;.~.;":,:.;,:•." Music from the film on Polydor Records and Tapes Colour byKay Laboratories, London. ," .~,.,_"«"'~, ..._,,. l . t
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any:aIatho
e story be starts at the end of the previous one.
In my only other attempt, the AAA
marathon at Sandbach in May 1978, I limped
home in a bad way after "blowing up" in the
draining heat. I was lying on the cool grass at
the finish, promising myself I'd never touch
the event again when a young lad asked if he
could have my number as a souvenir. My jaw
seemed to have goJ cramp in sympathy with
the rest of my body and I just nodded. As he
gently unpinned it from my mesh vest, his
.mate was obviously reciting to himself the
AAA rule: "Numbers shall be worn front and
back..... and not to be outdone he bent down
and calmly rolled my over onto my tummy
.and took off the back one, too. I don't recall
him saying thank you, but worse, my nose
was now touching the grass and I realised
there was nothing I could do about it! What if
some other predator fancied a pair of £20
racing shoes?
It took several minutes of cramp-ridden
jolting to regain my feet and it was during my
numberless walk to the changing room - in
search of somewhere private to be sick that I fmally decided to retire from running
for good.
Now read on...

What it's really li/cl
to run a marathon
by Andy Etchells, Editor, Running Magazine
the pavement with her Mum scorns me for
being a "slowcoach" and last. I laugh as we
sweep past and think that a world that's got
marathons to run in can't be all bad.

8 km (5 miles)
At the cre.st of a small hill, I come upon Mark
Agar, the wheelchair competitor who's been
on the road an hour longer than us. As I draw
level I'm about to offer a few words of encouragement, but his muscular arms, glistening with sweat, suddenly leave the wheels.
He rubs at his forearms, then folds them and
he disappears at about 15mph down the hill.
I turn to a fellow plodder and we shrug at
each other. Agar's doing fine without our
help!

The build-Up

10km (6 114 miles)

The changing rooms exude unreality as
everyone mocks themselves for being there,
telling all who care to hear why they don't
reckon they'll make it past 10 miles...and all
the while, the Vaseline is rubbed in, daubed
everywhere - armpits, eyebrows, nipples,
you name it - to offset the ravages of sweat
and chafing. As I leave I bump into a man
who is inserting a large globule of Vaseline
up his left nostril. Now I've seen it all.
Time now for a last swig of my drink before
dropping the numbered bottles into the
various crates that will await our arrival at
each of the seven "feeding stations". And
then a very relaxed trot round the fields.
Delicious; not at all like last night's bad
dream. (Runners don't have nightmares
about finding themselves in the street with
no pants on; they dream instead of striding
out while some great elastic band roots them
to the spot and rivals disappear.) The nerves
have gone now; instead there's a cool expectancy. It's just down to me: the work's
been done, so let's go.

By now I'm into a good steady pace and an
old friend, Joe Keating, has been running
with me for the last mile or so, discussing the
weather (excellent: dull and coolish) and the
pace. It's my guess that we're bang on target
- that is 5 1/2-minute-mile pace which should
give us a 10km split of 34: 11. I get butterflies
as the knot of timekeepers wheels into sight
and then a shock as I hear 34:41. I tell Joe I
wanted it a bit faster and we up the pace
slightly. Hitting the only steep hill - about
100 yards long - my breathing feels slightly
strained for the first time. Joe pulls ahead a
few yards and I tuck in until we see the
seven mile feeding station. I've already
decided that as I'm hardly sweating, I can
pass this one, but the sponge that's put in my
way by an eager scout is nice. I recall one
lesson from Sandbach: don't be too liberal
with the squeezing. It's nice to wet your hair
and neck, but wet kit, especially shorts, can
be a burden.

Start
I deliberately avoid the early rush round the
track, getting an inside lane berth in the
pack. It's just jogging till we hit the road and
when I look up at the line ahead I guess I'm
about 40th. Almost immediately, I have to
fight thp map. to make up the 7Q-odd yards
which atredUY separate me from the leaders,
but it soon passes. Smugness and detachment are the best bet and I use my usual
trick of speaking, aloud but quietly, to myself: "You'll have most of these idiots before
it's over".
All I concentrate on is getting relaxed,
fmding the rhythm that will carry me
through. Occasionally I run through in my
mind my planned split times for each 10km
section. Towards the end of the first small
lap, around four miles, we emerge from a
cycle track to cross a road. I am at the back
of a string of runners - in the mid-twenties
with a gap behind and a little girl standing on
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16km (la miles)

I manage to relax out of it, mumbling "keep
cool" and reflecting that a moment's loss of
concentration on a bend can throw the
whole thing out of sync - in any case the
20km mark should be here soon and I think
the time's going to be good.

20km (12Vz miles)
Sure enough: 1:08:39, which means I've
covered that IOkm in just under 34 minutes.
Now I can really see myself taking off and
making it into the top 10, even though I
haven't a clue as to my exact position and
how far ahead the leaders are. As we approach a T-junction, a line of stewards keeps
us on the left while a policeman stops the
traffic so that they can all have a good gawp
at us. This bend I really attack and though
I'm careful about my foot plant and weight
distribution, I give it some welly. Again, I'm
talking to myself: "Right, you buggers,
you've had it!" The aggression isn't
personal, rather its directed at the gaps
between me and those in front. But there's
an unmistakable pleasure in the power I feel
right now and the arrogant mood I'm in. This,
I tell myself, is what it is all about. Somebody
who recently made a fool of me flashes into
my mind and I laugh at the image which just
shrinks into nothing.
Everything's still smooth round the roundabout and there's another small group waiting to be picked off. In my legs, there's a
pleasurable tiredness - after all we've done
13+ miles - but I'm locked into the pace
now. I try to stand outside myself and makp
sure this is no burst of madness that's going
to blow the whole show. Everything seems
OK so I just take a short breather on the back
of the group before passing them. At the
front is another friend, John Bryant, with
whom I'd discussed tactics at the start. He
likes to go out reasonably fast and see what
happens while I opted for the suck-it-andsee approach after the Sandbach bruising.
John evidently isn't sure if he's dropping or
I'm flying:
"Are you moving through, Andy?"
"Yeah, picked up well on the last 1Ok. ....
"Seeya.....
Now that they're gone, it's just me and the
road. No one is in sight and my pleasure in
the early discipline I'd shown fades slightly
and I begin to wonder if I shouldn't have
opted for the shelter ofJohn~s group.

By the second feeding station, I'm matching
strides again with Joe and a chap we've
caught up. I'm ready for a drink now and
wonder if I'll spot mine in the forest of bottles
as I don't want to stop. Instead (though,
strictly speaking, it's illegal), an attendant
hands it to me. I take four longish swigs,
using my thumb as a stopper, then ditch it
and suddenly realise I'm 10 yards up on the
other two, and pulling away. It's one of those
mysterious surges and I just let it take me,
enjoying the view over the open fields as this
sense of power takes over the lob. I haul in
two, maybe three slowing runners and a 27km (16 miles)
glance behind shows Joe is a good 50 yards Now on the second big lap, I'm still alone at
away.
the fourth feeding station and I'm feeling
Back into the houses and off the cycle . slightly unsteady as I whip my bottle off the
track, we're directed left and for the first table. The memory comes back of how I'd
time, I feel a twinge in my ankle as my left used the bottle to console myself during the
leg takes the stress. And then it hits me, as last three miles at Sandbach and I look forsudden as the onset of the good patch was ward to a nice drink. I smile - inwardly
imperceptible. There's some tightness in my anyhow - at the parallel with a baby's
thighs now and no longer is it dead easy. But dummy: oral gratification rules! But it's not

and that I could keep this pace going longer
if necessary. But it's not necessary, and as I
gingerly turn the final corner, ensuring there
are no sideways movements to deflect my
muscles from the forward plane they've
been forced into for the last two and a half
hours, I allow myself another smile. I think
there is some applause, but can't be sure as
though I've been wrapped up in my own
world too long to suddenly let others in.
Once under the finish banner and into the
tunnel, I gratefully drop it to a walk, letting
my arms swing deliciously away from my
body. I don't feel anything special, nothing
dramatic, except for saying aloud to myself
"I've done it". I'm still on my feet, which I
wasn't at Sandbach.
Immediately, I think of the time; since
Author Andy Etchells matches strides with former 50 mile world record holder
40km I've been starting the sum in my head
Joe Keating during the Unigate Marathon, Harlow
over and over again, but the blood must be
going to be that way. The carefully prepared case of finishing respectably and not looking going somewhere other than my brain. I
orange mixture tastes wrong straight away like a complete beginner as I did last time. I think: "Maybe around 2:26". By now I'm
and within a few yards it's all coming back begin to think about the legendary "wall" bent over, savouring the stillness with my
into my mouth as though there's a "No you're supposed to hit around this stage hands on my knees, eyes focusing on the
Entry" sign somewhere below my throat. My when the body simply runs out of fuel. It pavement. And now something strange does
head swims and I'm scared in case the act of doesn't help that I've resolved to skip the happen: I cough a little, gulping in the air as
spitting will bring the whole lot up. Simul- drinks after the last station. maybe I should my body copes with this new shock - that of
taneously, though, there's a sort of detach- have done the diet? Will that spaghetti and stopping. And then it turns into a sort of sob,
ment and it never occurs to me that this pizza I had yesterday help out? Who knows? I feel extremely tired, extremely happy and
might be the end. I'm too far into it now and I know it's all idle, so I just carry on and wait very sad all at once and there are tears in my
there's no way I'm going to blow it again. I for it - whatever it is - to hit me. We've eyes. I feel stupid. I can't explain it, but then
joined three others now and our collective I stop worrying. Why should life follow its
throw down the bottle hard but the plastic
just bounces disdainfully. Back to the draw- padding on the road is rhythmical and normal straitjacketed ways when you've just
run a marathon...?
soothing.
ing board on drinks.
It must be several minutes since I finished
I recover, but am aware that the pace is
but I'm still quite warm in my kit. I turn to jog
dropping slightly. Then there's a moment of 34km (21 miles)
real panic when I hear footsteps a short way
A bad spot as I pass the sixth feeding station away and fetch my track suit and the
behind. "Oh Christ, I'm dying..." Visions of empty-handed. At the last minute I take the promised pint of milk and several cups, of
all those I've scornfully passed over the last sponge and suck at it. Grit and dirty water. I tea, but in doing so shout with pain: already
10 miles: now they're scorning me.
suppose it's not their fault and I stifle a curse my thigh muscles have started to seize and I
"Hi." It's Joe and the other bloke, back
on all sponge-attendants everywhere. Sud- can feel the lactic acid pooling in my legs. I
shuffle to the kit bags and struggle into my
denly I'm alone again as the group splits from the dead.
track suit like a clown trying to put his
"That was my good patch," I joke. "How's
two up front, Joe and the other one behind.
trousers on over his stilts. The only remedy is
it going?"
to keep the blood circulating and stop the
"Oh - you keep plodding on.....
401an (25 miles)
Mmm, that's the answer. A glance behind
That's the way it stays, and though I don't hit "pooling". To start moving again is easier
shows no danger and I tuck in behind them,
the "wall", I know it's slowing up. Instead of said than done and there are some raised
have a look to see how fresh they seem, and
feeling "locked in" to a comfortable but eyebrows at my grimaces and ungainliness.
But once onto some welcoming grass, it
whisper under my breath with alternate
extended pace, I'm now locked into what
steps "Relax", "Cool it".
feels like a shuffle because my leg muscles starts to flow again and although I don't have
We are exactly at the point I took off at on
are restricted in their range. I look down, full range of movement in my legs, I suddenthe first big lap, and here we are, together
rather like a coach analysing the form of a ly start to enjoy the sensuality of being in
again, only now the initiative is with Joe. I
young charge, and note there's not much motion again. Just then a boy trots up and
keep thinking we're close to the 30km mark
knee-lift and I'm landing slightly flat footed. I says:
"Can I have your number please?"
and that then it'll soon be over. But both
can't go any faster, but at the same time
I don't particularly enjoy the post-mortems
thoughts are wrong and dangerous. Two
going slower would be painful. It's just a
some people go in for and was only interthings help me through as we plod up the
case of sticking at it.
tarmac track in the shade of the trees. First, a
The time at 40km is 2:20:52. Sounds slow, ested in quietly getting changed and then
bunch of kids settles on me as as target of
but I don't know how slow. I wonder if I can walking to ward off the stiffness. Within a few
abuse: "That little fat one's got purple shorts
do the last 2,000 metres in five minutes and minutes, the top 20 times appeared on a
on!" Unlike the little girl earlier, this kid is
am too zonked to realise that's four-minute- blackboard and mine was confirmed as
2:29: 12. Satisfying to be under 2:30 and 10
damn lucky he's not within striking distance
mile pace! Then I notice a shaky character
minutes better than the last fiasco, but disand for one long crazy moment I actually
on the other side of the long road and I cross,
appointingly
far off the 2:25 I'd hoped for.
think I'll stop and clobber him. But in the
get him in my sights and use him as a conAfter the presentation (16th place won me
process I've done 100 yards without thinking
centration point. Somebody tells me I'm
about the action of running and that's good.
17th, but within three minutes, it's 16th; the a salt-and-pepper set; it was that or the egg
Thanks, kid.
chap I pass has obviously blown up pretty cups) I limped back to the car. Officials were
Then I see someone I know, as we cross a
badly, and puts up no fight. I smile at the still clearing up at the finish; indeed the last
road. I'd no idea he was going to be here,
thought of telling the lads how I was catching man had only just come in. He'd been on the
but it cheers me up. He'll expect a lot and I
people even in the last mile. But smiling road from 1.30pm to 5.37pm and when the
make an effort to make it look good, even
hurts, too, so I revert to neutral and get on presentation started at'5 o'clock, there were
still 22 runners out on the course. They, for
managing a nonchalant wave. If only he
with it.
me, are the real stars of any marathon.
knew...!
I drove away, past the finish, and was swal41km (25% miles)
Now, with a quarter of a mile to go, the lone- lowed up in the anonymity of the homeward
30km (18% miles)
liness has gone. Perhaps it's the people shopping traffic. Except I was different: I'd
"1 :43:55!" It takes me a bit to work out the
lining the course, but now my mind per- got a new salt-and-pepper set in my bag
last lOkm split - 35: 16. Slipping, but the
versely decides it's not been so bad after all which cost me nothing. 0
world-class time can go and sing now: it's a
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~... WOMEN'S MARATHON
~ ACHIEVES OLYMPIC STATUS
On February 21, 1981, the International
Olympic Committee's Executive Board
meeting in Los Angeles voted to accept the
women's marathon into the programme of
the 1984 Olympic Games, thus ending a
The 1984 LA
long, concerted campaign by many parties
Olympics symbol
for full acceptance of this event.
Opportunites for women to compete in the marathon have multiplied with the growth of international marathon races in many major
cities of the world and it has been the task of the London-based International Amateur Athletic Federation to convince the IOC that the
participation statistics garnered from these races could satisfy the
strict acceptance fonnula laid down by the IOC Programme Commission.
The speed with which the women's marathon developed caught
the IAAF awkwardly, as we were in the midst of a campaign to seek
inclusion of the women's 3000m and 400m hurdle races in the 1984
Olympic Programme. It was difficult to try simultaneously to gain
Olympic status for three new events, as there was a risk of losing our
confident claim on the two track events for 1984.
In making their decision, the IOC has been trusting and far-sighted.
They have pointed out that Olympic Games cannot be regarded as an
experimental ground for new, untried events and to date there have
been no continental or World Championships in the women's marathon, unlike the 3000m and 400m hurdles, which were accepted onto
the LA programme last July.
By introducing a women's marathon race into the new European
Cup (Agen, France - September 1981), a women's marathon into the
European Championships (Athens, September 1982) and finally into
the first IAAF World Championships (Helsinki, August 1983), the
IMF has led the way and expressed its full confidence in the continued growth and popularity of this event.
On December 6, 1979 a full report including statistics on the
women's marathon was sent to the IOC Programme Commission by

the lAAF, and at regular intervals since then this material has been
up-dated and supported by further applications.
An initial set-back was the negative reaction of the Los Angeles
Organising Committee, who justifiably feared any expansion in the
number of participating athletes at the Games. The IAAF made it
clear that from a technical standpoint, the LA Organising Committee
would not be required to undertake extra work in staging the race, as
it was an accepted principle to stage a women's marathon simu_
taneously with the men's race.
Pressure from many sources including the International Federatior
of Sports Medicine (FIMS), The Athletic Congress (IAAF Member i:
the USA), the IAAF Women's Committee arid the Avon Internation~
Running Circuit, to name but a few, caused Los Angeles to thi
again, and by June 16, 1980 a revised statement was issued from th
Los Angeles Sports Directorate, informing the IOC that their Commi:
tee was certainly not against women competing in the 1984 Olymp:
Games Marathon.
Throughout 1980 the Women's Marathon continued to gain ::
stature but prospects in November still looked bleak with a furthe
rejection from the Programme Commission, The IAAF Presider:
Adriaan Paulen, went to Los Angeles in February and drew the ~
tention of the IOC to the "meteoric rise" in standard of the te:
women perfonners: in 1979, 29 athletes ran inside 2:45:00, while ::
1980, 58 achieved this target. Similarly the 50th best perfonnance ::
1979 was 2:47:32; in 1980. 130 perfonnances superior to that ma:
were achieved.
These statistics and the good news from Los Angeles on Februa:21 all go to prove one thing - women marathon runners themselv6
have been their own best advocates.
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BOURNE SPORTS,
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Bats, Balls, Boots, Saddles,
Skates, Wheels, Spikes, Bikes,
Flights, Gloves, Clubs and Racquets,
the Winners, the Goals, the Action,
the Issues, the News, the Personalities ...
London's favourite
television sport magazine,
with Allan Taylor, Simon Reed,
John McCririck and David Wilkie.

Were showingourselves in triplicate
becauseweve grown that
much and more, in the past decade.
In ten years, The City of London Building Society has
more than trebled its size.
For well over one hunclred years we have provided a
secure home forthe savings ofpeople who often, thTough the
advice of professional people, have enjoyed a higher than
average return on theiT investments with the Society.
We offer a comprehensive selection of share schemes
to suit indiviclual investors at interest rates which provide
an above average return on your personal savings.
For full details of our schemes, please telephone or
write to:

't of
The Cl
-i!~1

LONDON

BUILDING SOCIETY

The City of London Building Society,
34 London'Vall, London EC2Y 5JD.
Tel: 01-5880114/01-6062;;25.
Founder Memberortne fluildin,L:Soti(>ties
:\,.;.·.ociatiOI1. Sharesanddcpositsenjo,Y
llll:-:.leestatus.
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Fridays at 6·30 pm on ITV
,TRACKSUITS. Contrast jacket and
trousers. 100% Polyester. Roll collar
jacket, straight leg' trouser, Super
price-Usual £15.50 ONLY £9.99.
Colours sky blue, green or white
with navy ~rouser.- Chest sizes from
32" to 42" but state inside leg
measurement also.
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Who to watch fo, in the ,ace

Casilan makes the job easier!
Join the "90% Protein" Casilan Team. Casilan makes
the job of building muscle easier than most
other dietary protein supplements for two
very good reasons.
Firstly, Casilan is made from Calcium
Caseinate. Derived from milk protein, it is a
first class protein of high biological value.
Your body converts Casilan's
protein into muscle more
efficiently than soya only
protein foods which are
lower in biological value.
Secondly, Casilan
contai ns 90%
protein. Many
-=~---t~~~other supplements
give you such a
small percentage
of protein, the
makers don't even
declare the figures
on their packages.
Casilan adds up to
one of the very best
sources of dietary
protein when
compared to other
protein supplements.
And Casilan is low
in fat- low in sodium. Join the Casilan
"90% Protein" Team. today.
At chemists everywhere
Farley Health Products Ltd. Plymouth, Devon, England. A Glaxo Group Company. Casilan is a Trademark
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TOP RUNNERS:
Two of Britain's
New York stars
were Chris
Garforth (far left)
and Trevor
Wright (centre).
Garforth was 11th
(2:14:28) and
Wright seventh
(2:13:30). Sixth in
New York was
Norway's Inge
Simonsen who is
running the
London along
~ with compatriot
;;. Knut Kvalheim
'"ffi (left) who is
§ better known for
g: his track exploits

YOUNG AND
YOUNG-ATHEART: One of
our brightest
prospects (right)
is Sue Morris
(nee Hassan)
whose best time
is 2:44:43. Jim
Alder (centre)
won the 1966
Commonwealth
Games Marathon
and ran 2:12:04 in
1970. This year,
aged 40, he's
aiming for 2:30.
Former track star
Rosemary Wright
(far right), wife of
Trevor, now runs
for fun in
marathons

ONE AND TWO:
At the time of
going to press,
not all race
numbers had
been allocated
but there were
exceptions: No 1
will be Fred
Lebow (in the
cap), the New
York Marathon
Race Director
and No 2, Chris
Brasher (far left),
his London
counterp.art

An exciting prelude to the Marathon will be a
veteran car parade organised by Hertz, the
Marathon's official car contractors. The parade
will begin at 8.30am, at Tower Bridge, heading
west towards the finish and will include vintage
London taxis and Hertz's own stately 1932 Essex _
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To run a world record (2:08:34) at even
pace the leading runners will have to
knock out each mile at a fraction under
4mins 55secs. Our estimated times of
arrival (ETA) for points on the course are
calculated on this basis. (See also our Pace
Chart.)
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avea
for your money

ROYAL NAVAL COLLEGE
6 miles ETA 9.30am

Our investment service offers:

Above average interest rates
Schemes paying interest monthly
A number of schemes to choose from
Easy withdrawals on ordinary share accounts

YOUR SAVINGS GROW FAST
IN THE GREENWICH

Royal Naval College aM U":::e5::lS House from Greenwich Park

Greenwich Park was laid out in the 17th Century as a backdrop to
the Palace of Placentia, a favourite residence of the Tudor
sovereigns.
The National Maritime Museum, established in 1934, incorporates Queen's House which was designed by Inigo Jones for Anne of
Denmark in the Palladian Style and was built between 1617 and 1635.
Wren designed the Greenwich Hospital, now the Royal Naval
College, on the site of the Old Palace of Placentia, in two parts in
order to leave unobstructed the view of the river from Queen's
House. The magnificent Painted Hall, now the officers's dining room,
has a ceiling painted by Sir James Thornhill which is considered to be
one of the most beautiful in the world.
The Royal Observatory was founded in 1675. The Zero Meridian of
longitude passes through Greenwich and is marked on the path in
front of the Observatory. Greenwich Mean Time was also measured
from here and, although the Royal Observatory has now moved to
Herstmonceux Castle in Sussex, the Red Time Ball on Flamsteed
House still drops every day at 13.00.
The Cutty Sark was the last of the sailing tea-clippers (1870) and
~ now houses a fine collection of figureheads. Close by is Gipsy Moth
» IV, the yacht in which Sir Francis Chichester made his single-handed
circumnavigation in 1968.

Member of Building Societies Association
TOWER BRIDGE
13 miles ETA 1O.05am

reen

•
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Building Society

Head Office 279-283 Greenwich High Road London SE10 8NL Tel 01-858 8212

Branch Offices
99 Lewisham High Street London SE13 6BA Telephone 01-8520044
35 High Street West Wickham Kent BR4 OlR Telephone 01-777 3345
15 Montpelier Vale Blackheath London SE3 OTA Telephone 01-318 5626
184 Westcombe Hill London SE3 7DH Telephone 01-858 1326
30

Tower Bridge has long been a symbol for London, yet it was only
completed in 1894. Permission was given to build the bridge so close
to the Tower on the condition that it blended with the Norman style.
The Tower of London dates back to the reign of William the
Conqueror when the Roman wall skirted the precinct of the Tower.
The moat was added in the 13th Century and in its day the Tower has
served as fortress, royal residence, a state prison, an arsenal with a
garrison, and even a zoo. Many famous people have been imprisoned and lost their heads here and for them a visit to the Tower
usually started at the Traitor's Gate on the Thames, disembarking
directly under St. Thomas's Tower above Traitor's Gate (dating back
to Edward I's reign). Nowadays the Yeomen Warders (or Beefeaters)
direct visitors to the Crown JewGls in Waterloo Barracks and to the
I ~ newly opened Museum of Heraldry.
>HMS Belfast, moored on the bank just opposite the Tower, was
converted into a museum after service in World War 11.

Tower of London from Tower Bridge

Pace Chart
·1 MILE 5 MILES 10 MILES

15 MILES

20 MILES

MARATHON

4:50
5:00
5:10
5:20
5:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
6:10
6:20
6:30

1:12:30
1:15:00
1:17:30
1:20:00
1:22:30
1:25:00
1:27:30
1:30:00
1:32:30
1:35:00
1:37:30

1:36:40
1:40:00
1:43:20
1:46:40
1:50:00
1:53:20
1:56:40
2:00:00
2:03:20
2:06:40
2:10:00

2:06:44
2:11:06
2:15:28
2:19:50
2:24:12
2:28:34
2:32:57
2:37:19
2:41:41
2:46:03
2:50:25

24:10
25:00
25:50
26:40
27:30
28:20
29:10
30:00
30:50
31:40
32:30

48:20
50:00
51:40
53:20
55:00
56:40
58:20
1:00:00
1:01:40
1:03:20
1:05:00

6:40
6:50
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

33:20
34:10
35:00
40:00
45:00
50:00
55:00
60:00
1:05:00
1:10:00
1:15:00

1:06:40
1:08:20
1:10:00
1:20:00
1:30:00
1:40:00
1:50:00
2:00:00
2:10:00
2:20:00
2:30:00

1:40:00
1:42:30
1:45:00
2:00:00
2:15:00
2:30:00
2:45:00
3:00:00
3:15:00
3:30:00
3:45:00

2:13:20
2:16:40
2:20:00
2:40:00
3:00:00
3:20:00
3:40:00
4:00:00
4:20:00
4:40:00
5:00:00

2:54:47
2:59:10
3:03:32
3:29:45
3:55:58
4:22:11
4:48:24
5:14:38
5:40:51
6:07:04
6:33:11
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ST. KATHARINE'S DOCK
22lh miles ETA 10.50am

....
Ivory House in St. Katharine's Dock

WESTMINSTER

......... ,./

,,-,

. .... - '/

EMBANKMENT/INNER TEMPLE
24 miles ETA 10.58am

St. Katharine's Dock, completed in 1827, was for more than I
years the nearest docks to London and specialised in valua
cargoes such as ivory, silver and spices. But, after suffering extensi
war-damage, the docks here were never able to compete again
larger docks further down the river.
Today SI. Katharine's Dock houses an exciting,mixture of busine
and leisure facilities, including some in old buildings. The star
modern Towel' Hotel stands opposite the WorId Trade Centre ne
extending into a second building.
Ivory House, converted from one of the original warehouses, I;
shops and restaurants as well as self-service apartments for visito:
Also perfectly restored is the Dickens Inn which dates back to t
18th Century when it was a warehouse. Leisure facilities include
marina for visiting yachts and a historic ships collection. Six shi~ from the early days of steam are on display. Also berthed here is l
..::::!II:a.J;,. famous HMS Discovery, the ship in which Scott made his fame
voyage to the Antarctic.

ler Temple from the Embanlanent

The Temple, just north of the Embankment between Blackfriars and
Waterloo Bridges, wC.s originally the home of the famous Order of
Knights Templars. It passed into the hands of the Crown in the 14th
Century and an Inn of Court was founded in the 15th Century. Today
two Inns of Court, Inner Temple and Middle Temple, are located
here. Visitors can walk through Middle Temple Lane and see
amongst other sights :;ome of the few street-lights in London still lit by
gas.
Nearby Somerset House was built in Palladian style in 1786. The
East wing is now King's College and the rest is used for government
offices.
In front of the Adelphi (a group of buildings built by the Adam
Brothers) stands Cleopatra's Needle, a 68ft monolith of pink granite,
erected here in 1878. It was a gift to the British nation by Mohammed
~ Ali of Egypt and dates back to 1500 BC. During its voyage to Britain it
;,. was nearly lost several times in very rough seas. Similar obelisks
stand in Central Park, New York and Place de la Concorde, Parts.

CITY OF LONDON

... 13M

l'~~~,~&F
........~""
,
i!?!t::, *"' ."~ "'M\~
..-'...--'.'

SOUTHW~~~M ~l~ ~\.(.

Places of interest

8 National Theatre

16 Tower of London

1 Buckingham Palace

9 Somerset House
10 The Temple

17 Royal Mint
18 St Katharine's Dock

2 Trafalgar Square
3 W8'strninster Abbey

II St. Paul's Cathedral
12
Mansion House
4 Houses of Parliament
13 The Monument
5 County Hall
6 Festival Hall
7 Hayward Gallery

14 Billingsgate Market
15 HMS Belfast

19 Cutty Sark &
Gipsy Moth IV
20 Royal Naval College
21 Maritime Museum
22 Royal Observatory

~::'~":::::::'e route ~
A Westminster

B
C
D
E

Embankment
Blackfriars
Tower Hill
Wapping
F Rotherhithe
G Surrey Docks

_._ "
i

)

First, remember that whole sections of London will be subject to (I6m around 10.20). A mile or so down here on the West India Dot
diversions and traffic delays as a result of the race. If travelling by car,
Road is the first of a series of excellent spectator sites which a1k
leave it well away from the course and be prepared to walk. Best 01
you to keep tabs on both leaders and tailenders on the journey ir,
all, use public transport (competitors reach the start on Greenwich
and out of the East End (see also Cable Street and the Highway).
Common by train from Charing Cross: there will be a car setting. fortunately this area is tube-less on a Sunday: to eJ;lsure getting to t
down point on the Common, but strictly no parking). The road
finish, you need to .walk (about 15mins) or run to Tower Hill, fro'
closures (facing page) include bicycles - which will not be allowed where the District Line will take you to Westminster.
All the Underground stations on the map are open on Sundays an'
on the route.
if you want a more sedate way of viewing the race, avoid the crow
For maximum viewing of the race, start on Greenwich Common and remember the clocks go forward the night before, so it's really at the start and in Greenwich and wait instead in Southwark Par
Bam - then walk down the hill from the Observatory to William Walk (about 9 miles, 9.45). From here you can catch the tube at Surre
Docks (or from Jamaica Road at Rotherhithe) and cross the river
where the runners loop round the Cutty Sark. Then proceed by foot
tunnel from the Cutty Sark under the Thames to Island Gardens on Wapping. Then it's a 10 minute walk to Tower Hill.
the Isle of Dogs. You can wait for the runners to reach the bottom of
If you want to stay closer to the West End to ensure your view at tb
the loop (approx. 18m -leaders will arrive around 10.30) or head up finish, stay near Tower Bridge (leaders at 10.05 and 10.55 apprr'
Manchester Road to face the field as it comes off Poplar High Street mately).
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he route and road closures
>nTH OF THE THAMES:
larlton Way/Greenwich Park, Vanbrugh Park, Charlton Road,
arlborough Road, Canberra Road, CharIton Park Lane (all closed
15-9.30); Repository Road, Frances Street (8.45-10); Woolwich
.lurch Street, Woolwich Road, Trafalgar Road, Romney Road,
illiam Walk (8.45-10.30); Greenwich Church Street, Creek Road,
~eek Bridge, Evelyn Street, Bestwood Street, Bush Road, Rotherthe New Road, Hawkstone Road, Southwark Park (9·11); Lower
I)ad, Redriff Road, Rotherhithe Street, St Mary Church Street,
l11laica Road, Tooley Street, Tower Bridge Road (9.15-11.45);
)wer Bridge (closed all day).

NORTH OF THE THAMES:
Tower Bridge Approach, Mansell Street, EastSmithfield, The High·
way, Cannon Street Road, Cable Street, Butcher Row, Commercial
Road (9.45-12.10); West India Dock Road, Ming Street, Poplar High
Street, Preston's Road, Manchester Road, West Ferry Road (10-1);
Limehouse Causeway, Narrow Street, The Highway, Garnet Street,
Wapping High Street, St Katharine's Way, St Katharine's Dock
(10.30-1); The Tower of London, Tower Hill, Lower Thames Street,
Upper Thames Street, Blackfriars Underpass, Victoria Embankment (10.30-1.30); Bridge Street, Parliament Square, Great George
Street, Birdcage Walk, Queen Victoria's Monument, Constitution
Hill.
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EMBANKMENT
OPPOSITE ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
24% miles ETA 11.OOam

Royal Festival Hall on the South Bank

Whilst not actually on the route there is an important group of buildings across the river from the Houses of Parliament - on the South
Bank.
Since the mid-60's when the Royal Festival Hall was completed, the
South Bank has become synonymous with culture. Londoners who
would never have thought to cross the Thames for a concert now
come in their thousands to the three concert halls in the complex the Royal Festival Hall, which seats 3,000, the smaller Queen
Elizabeth Hall and even smaller'
'I Room. The range of cultural
ling of the Hayward Gallery
activities increased further with
in 1968 and the completion of tl.
Aal Film Theatre. In 1976 the
National Theatre finally openea, v"rering three different theatres
within one building and pioneering a range of attractions in the
foyers from art exhibitions to pre-performance entertainment such as
musicians and other artists.
Beyond the Jubilee Gardens stands County Hall, the headquarters
of the Greater London Council, built in Renaissance style in 1912.
Here 32 London boroughs are represented and GLC policy for
London's population of seven million formulated. The Gardens were
~ laid out in 1977 to mark the Queen's Silver Jubilee and form part ofthe
Jubilee Walkway - a marked route of 10 miles round the centre of
London, passing most of its famous buildings, squares and parks.
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Your most valuable piece of
equipment besides your feet!
Proper foot function is a serious business when you're
a serious runner. If you want to be assured that your
feet are in a healthy position to give you everything
they've got, so you get the most out of your performance, get them a pair of Sporthotics.
Sporthotics are custom made biomechanical devices
which you insert into your track shoes. (They are also
removable and can be inserted into any of your athletic
shoes.) By improving the biomechanical function of your feet,
Sporthotics can actually help increase your speed and reduce
fatigue with considerably less likelihood of damage or injury to
your ankles, knees, legs and spine.
If you're already suffering from an existing ache or injury such as
sore feet, heel pain, tendonitis, ligament strain, knee problems,
muscle soreness or back aches, Sporthotics can be of significant
value in overcoming these complaints.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY
25% miles ETA Il.05am

Westminster Abbey with the Houses of Parliament in the
background

Sir Charles Barry designed the Houses of Parliament in late Gothic
style. They were completed in 1850, on the site of an ancient Palacehence the name Palace of Westminster. Only Westminster Hall with
its magnificent oak roof remains of the original building erected by
William II in 1097.
The House of Commons Chamber nearest to the Clock Tower had
to be completely rebuilt after World War n. During the time of rebuilding the Commons met in the House of Lords, a lavishly
decorated Gothic hall which houses the throne of the sovereign.
The Clock Tower near to Westminster Bridge is 320ft high and
houses the famous 13.5 ton Big Ben bell. A light at night indicates that
the Houses of Parliament are sitting.
In Westminster Abbey English sovereigns have been crowned
and buried. The earliest recorded abbey on this site was in 730 and
the present building dates back to 1390 with some changes, including a completely new exterior by Wren. It has the loftiest Gothic nave
~
'"
in England - 102ft. Amongst the many thousands of monuments in
the Abbey are statues of famous politicians, poets and scientists, the
Coronation Chair and the Tomb of the Unknown Warrior.
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Sporthotics are made of light-weight, specially designed plastic
materials, so you're barely aware of them as you run What you
will be aware of IS how much better your feet and legs feel from
your very first stride To have a pair of Sporthotics custom
made for you, see a podiatrist or other medical speCialist
, trained to treat the stresses and injUries of the serious runner
After an examination, the practitioner will make a neutral
position cast of your feet. From these impressions a pair of
Sporthotics are made to order contoured exactly to the shape
of your feet. Your particular complaints and physical stature
and sport will determine such factors as the thickness,
tensile strength and flexibility of your Sporthotics.
How well do Sporthotics work? Serious runners all over
America have written to say how Sporthotics helped them.
You will have seen references to Sporthotics In their running magazines. Now Sporthotics are available in this
country. Write to us for our Information sheet on
Sporthotics. If you have any difficulty locating
a podiatrist in your area write to our
Practitioner Referral Service for assistance.

BUCKINGHAM PALACE
26 miles ETA Il.08am

Buckingham Palace from St. James's Park
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Buckingham Palace was built by the Duke of Buckingham in 1703
and later taken over by George IV but in fact Queen Victoria was the
first monarch to use it as her London residence. It is not open to the
public but the Queen's Gallery at the side of the building houses an
exhibition of the Queen's collection of Canaletto paintings, open to
the public, and in the Royal Mews visitors can admire the Queen's
horses and carriages.
Queen Victoria's statue, in front of the Palace, was erected in 1911
and is made of white marble designed by Sir Aston Webb.
From here The Mall, a spacious avenue lined with plane trees,
leads to Admiralty Arch and Trafalgar Square. It is paved with red
stones and used for ceremonial occasions. Along the north side are
several famous houses, Marlborough House, designed by Wren,
Lancaster House built for the Duke of York and now used for international meetings and St. James's Palace, built by Henry VIII. This
was the official residence of the sovereign for several centuries and
~ even today the British Court is still officially known as the Court of St.
:> James's. The Queen Mother lives in nearby Clarence House, and on
the south side of the Mall lies St. James's Park.
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Run With the Winner

LANGER ORTHOTIC
LABORATORY (U.K.) LTD.
631 Uttoxeter Road, Meir, Stoke-an-Trent ST3 5PZ

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE WRITE TO SPORTHOTICS.
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New Balance 730

new
balance

TOMORROW'S
SHOES - AS WELL
AS TODAY'S
NEW BALANCE shoes are so meticulously made
that no matter how hard you run in them today, it
will still be a pleasure to wear them tomorrow.
This is because New Balance recognise that
feet come in different widths as well as lengths.
Our top shoes come in three widths, so you can
get a perfect fit - no more 'double·parking' of
toes, or blisters from slip·burns. In medical terms
this ensures a good interface between foot and
shoe. In personal terms it means happy feet at the
end of every work·out or race.
And not only happy feet but contented leg muscles too. Cushioned by the unique layer-sole system and heel counter, the legs, knees and hips can
respond daily to this cosseting.

laatFoo.
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LESLIE WATSON:

queen of the ,oads
,/

NB 620 The ideal shoe for serious road running. Incredibly light
at 229 gms and yet thick and tough enough to survive hundreds
of work·outs without becoming down at heel or distorted in
shape. The grey mesh upper gives a cool run, while the excellent mid-sole and heel counter absorbs a vast amount of
road shock. The super-light morflex sole is resilient to wear.
Three widths (D... medium; 2E... broad; 4E... extra broad)
Price: (size 6) £26.05. (sizes 6%·13) £29.95.
NB 730 The fame of this training shoe has travelled ahead of its
arrival in the UK from the USA where it sold out wherever it was
displayed. Its merit is that it virtually eliminates all jarring to
the legs. Three different materials in the sole unit, in addition
to the super-sine morflex outer sole, combine to produce this
shock absorbent asset.
Add to this the Lunaris pillow memory foam inner-sole and you
have a most superior running shoe. The high price is entirely
commensurate with the quality of the malerials and workmanship.
Now available in the UK. Three widths.
Price: (size 6) £34.75. (sizes 6'12-13) £39.95.

.D.i.st.r.ib.u.te.d.i.n.t.he_u.K.s.o.le.IY_b.Y.F.le.e.tf.o.O.t.L.td
•.•
, ...
26 St. Georges Quay, Lancaster. (0524) 33317

For people who are fit. And people who aren't.
Please forget everything you ever
assumed a gymnasium had to
be-whelheryou train regularly, or
whether you haven't stepped into a
gymnasium since you left school.
And prepare to be very pleasantly
surprised.
The new Allington Court Gymnasium is
the most up-to-date gymnasium and health
studio complex in the UK.
Packed with superb equipment and
offering a wide range of excellent classes,
services and facilities. Staffed with highly
experienced personal instructors.
Positioned in central London and open
from early to late every day of the week.
The entire emphasis of the Allington Court
Gymnasium has been placed on fitness.
We've designed it with the needs of a great
number of different types of people in mind.
Making it the first choice for people who are
already fit, and for people who want to be.

The Philosophy
The Allington Court Gymnasium wasn't
planned by an architect. Instead we asked
the help and advice of the real fitness
experts-doctors, athletes, professional
coaches and organisations like the Sports
Cou ncil and the Corona ry Prevention
Group.

Included in the membership fee is full free
use of the facilities plus a personal fitness
training programme, to suit your
individual needs, supervised by our
expert instructors.
Because it is a personal fitness
programme we can virtually guarantee the
results you require.

Good Food Bar & Rest Area
After you've finished in the gym why not
have a bite to eat at our Good Food Bar
and relax in our rest area.

The Little Extras

Contains custom built equipment built by
Jungeling, a subsidiary of Dunlop. The
gym is over 1,000 square feet in size.

We've worked hard to make sure that all
the 'little extras' have been supplied.
Items like a safe, press association
newswire, disposable toothbrushes and
razors, and a library of relevant
books- services like valeting and dry
cleaning.

The Studio Gym

Central, Comfortable and Convenient

Fitted with mirrors, ballet bar and stereo
system the Studio Gym will be used for
classes (everything from Yoga to Dance)
and for warming up.

The gym is justone minute's walk from
Victoria Station. It is fully air conditioned
(so it smells fresh and is never too cold or
too hot). We're open every day of the week:
Mondays to Fridays from 7am-lOpm;
Saturdays 8am-9pm; Sundays 9am-8pm.

The Main Gym

Swim Pool & Saunas
Our Swim Pool has a Jet Stream facility
which means that the water can flow
through it at variable speeds-from
a gentle current to a roaring torrent.
There are two saunas.

Changing & Dressing Rooms
Are fully equipped and have ample
hanging space, lockers, hairdryers,
shaver points, individual showers and
everything else you will want or need.

Ring or write for more details. Or come in
and visit us in person.

G~mf10sITm
Allington Street, Victoria, SW1
Tel. 01-747 3132
Leslie Watson (best time 2:45:40 in
New York last year) has run a total of 47 marathons. She has
also completed the last two London to Brighton races (54 miles) and ran the Lincolnshire lOOlan
(62 miles) last summer in Bhrs 15mins SOsecs
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marathon running at 40
Gl':::::::kJ!!eJnng the youngsters at bay as
Britain' number one. Here husband and

Most sportsmen would agree that without good,
healthy feet they'd be nowhere. And healthy feet means
wearing the right footweat:
. -~
A recent medical survey showed that
~:;ii;::~~~~~!!
the mostimportant item for sportsmenwas the ~
- __
"" right shoe. For comfort, confidence and protection
NIKE ELITE
NEW BALANCE 620
from injury. Which is why at Cobra Sports Shoes we put feet first
.
.
Both ourshops carry a massivechoice ofshoes,includingtop names like Brooks,Nike,Adidas,Karhu,Tlger,
New Balance and Reebok
So there's a pretty good chance we've got the right shoes for you, whatever your sport
.
Come and have a look around. And please try them on. As many as you
like. No single make is suitable for all sportsmen.And evenwith
~
'"'/
one type ofshoe, sizes can vaxy from one batch to the next.
/'".1- ,
So it's vital to get them on your feet and get the feel
ofthem before you decide.
Don't worry about taking up our time.
NEW BALANCE 730
Our staffare helpful, enthusiastic and knowledgeable.
They'll do all they can to make sure you get the shoes that are right for you.
BROOKS NIGHTHAWK
Ifwhat you want isn't in the shop, we'll be only too happy to order it for you.
And ifby some chance we can'thclp, there's no hard feelings. Even ifyou tried

eve~e'~~~~~~~~walked out with no shoe, than the wrong shoe.
Ifyou put your feet first, put them in our door.

b
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394 KINGS ROAD, CHELSEA SWIO. TEL: 01-352 399'. ~
110 WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON W2. TEL: 01-2213733. ~

~RMING

THE HEART OF
LONDON
GAS
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coach BR.,.AN SMITH reveals the background
to her snccess.
It's a funny thing to say, but Joyce's marathon
career really began when she injured her
foot three years ago. Before that, she specialised in the shorter distances, winning a
bronze medal in the European 3,OOOm race in
Rome in 1974. The injury occurred on June
25, 1978 during tl:te women's 3,000m in the
GB v. France match. Joyce finished third in a
pretty good time considering she couldn't
put any weight on her foot, but what she
thought was an attack of cramp turned out to
be a stress fracture.
Joyce was out of running for nearly three
months, and when she started training again
in September I suggested a great quantity of
distance running to help build her up. It had
always been her ambition to run a marathon,
even though she was then 40 and had two
children to look after. Her general running
during the winter of 1978-79 averaged just
under 36 miles a week until she reached her
first target, the National Cross Country
Championships in February, in which she
finished 15th.
She then set her sights on her real target,
the Avon Marathon at Sandbach in June. The
build-up began with the Tonbridge 10 in
March, when Joyce managed 55:55 for the 10
miles. She gradually stepped up her mileage
and during the 16 weeks from February to
June she averaged 6Jl/4 miles a week, with a
high in one week of 92 miles. The result was
that she won the Avon marathon, setting a
new British record of 2:41:37. One ambition
achieved!
That win brought an immediate invitation
to run in another Avon marathon, this time
the International at Waldniel in West Germany. She had 14 weeks to get ready for it
and managed to keep up an average
mileage of 64Y, miles a week. Her other
preparations included runs in the Reg
Foulkes 20km and the Belgrave 20 (her time:
1:57), which were planned, and one
unplanned dog-bite which took place on a
training run in the Lake District. The
Waldniel race was held on September 22
and Joyce's aim was to go with whoever led.
After running with her club-mate, Carol
Gould (Britain's number two marathoner), for
the first 16 miles Joyce was on her own for
the last 10 after Carol had to make a "pitstop". Joyce won again, clipping over five
minutes off her Sandbach time.
By now, her third marathon was only eight
weeks away. Could she make it a hat-trick in
Tokyo? During that time she trained on
average 66Y, miles a week, with 100 miles
achieved in one memorable week. Her tactics for the Tokyo race were the same as
before, to keep up with the leaders until
deciding on the run for home. This time
Joyce ran the last six miles on her own for a
win in 2:37:48.
That was three wins in a row and, inevitably disaster struck. Her next marathon was
the Orange Bowl held in Miami last January.
The temperature was in the high 70s with the
humidity a stifling 93%. Joyce collapsed with
heat exhaustion in the last half-mile and was
disqualified when she was helped over the
finishing line. Insufficient fluid intake was
the diagnosis, and for a short time Joyce
thought she would call it a day. But she didn't
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JOYCE SMITH:
from3J OOOm
to 26miles

Joyce Smith, UK and Commonwealth record holder

wish to retire on a bad note, so after a short
break she went back into training.
The main event for 1980 was the Avon International Marathon being held in London
on August 3. Joyce decided to run another
marathon in the meantime in order to give
herself a psychological boost after her bad
experience in Miami, and she chose the
Sandbach in June. We decided to treat this
race as just a training run for the Avon,
without the usual easing up beforehand,
and in the week leading up to the race Joyce
ran a total of 60 miles.
In the Sandbach race the main opposition
came from the Swiss record holder, Vreni
Forster, who wanted to break 2:40. Joyce
thought that 2:40 was the right speed to aim
at for her "training run" and wasn't keen on
making too much of a race of it with the Swiss
girl. But conditions were good and the pace
was fast, and Joyce ended up winning in another British record time of 2:33:32.
Joyce's training for the Avon didn't let up
and the next weekend she went off to Bruges
for a 25km in which she ran 1:28: 18. Then fate
intervened once more. On July I, Joyce went
down with chicken-pox. It took eight days
before she could train again. On July 19 more
bad luck - she tore a calf muscle, which
meant another week's training lost. That left
her only a week for normal training before the
Avon event. In any other circumstances it
would have been foolish to attempt a' mara-

thon with so little preparation, but this was
the first time London had ever had a major
race right through its heart and athletes from
23 countries were competing. Besides,
everybody expected the British record
holder to take part.
Joyce didn't even contemplate a win (the
race was won by New Zealand's Lorraine
Moller in 2:35: 11) but ran as hard as her
fitness allowed and finished seventh in
2:41:22. She had the satisfaction of being the
first British athlete home.
Following the Avon, she was invited to go
back to Tokyo, so her training was now directed towards that fresh challenge. In the 15
weeks between the two races Joyce was
able to average 71 miles a week, and her
races during the build-up included the
Witney 10, the Amersham 5 and the
Wycombe 5 (both on the same day!), the
Norfolk 15, the Walton 10 (53: 17) and the
fastest lap in the Southern road relay - 10.22
for just over two miles.
Joyce may have started 1980 badly but she
finished it on a high note. Her race plan in
Tokyo was the same as before - to go with
the leaders and hope she was strong enough
in the latter stages of the race to move away.
Once again, it worked. She knocked over
three minutes off her previous best to record
2:30:27 (a GB and Commonwealth best) and
notch up her fifth marathon win in seven
attempts. 0
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John Graham shot to international prominence with his third' place in last year's
New York Marathon. DON SHELLEY has been
imding out what makes the young Scotsman
tick
The revelation of British marathon running in
1980 was, without doubt, Scotsman John
Graham of Birchfield Harriers.
Like Waldemar Cierpinski, the Olympic
marathon champion, Graham has made the
successful transition from steeplechaser to
marathoner. In 1979 he was a member of the
National Steeplechase Squad but after a very
successful winter when he won the individual championship of the Birmingham Cross
Country League and, more significantly, the
Birchfield 10 (in 47mins 49secs), he decided
to run in the AAA Marathon. First, though, he
needed a qualifying time, so he entered the
North Staffs 20 in March.
Conditions for the race were far from ideal
with the runners having to battle against driving rain and sleet which left the roads
awash. I took part in the race and after about
a mile I was running 100 yards behind the
leaders when I noticed a hat lying in the
road. Just then I was confronted by a runner
going in the opposite direction. Seconds
later this same runner overtook me, hat back
in position, in pursuit of the leaders. It was
John Graham.
He not only quickly caught the leaders,
who included Andy Holden, lan Stewart and
Trevor Wright, but went on the leave them
trailing far behind. His winning time of
1:39:14 would have been remarkable in any
conditions. Unfortunately, John went down
with what he thought was 'flu (it now appears
to have been a type of malaria) in the week
prior to the AAA Marathon. Although he
started, he was in no shape to run at that level
and he retired at 15 miles.
At the time the BAAB were looking for two
runners to compete in the Laredo Marathon
in Spain five weeks later. In view of his 20
mile performance, John was selected along
with the Inter Services Champion, Andy
Robertson. On our arrival in Laredo (I was
Team Manager) John presented a novel
image as he was dressed in dungarees, wore
an earring and spoke with a broad
Glaswegian accent. When it came to eating,
I asked John whether he was on "the diet",
to which he replied: "What diet?". He then
proceeded to eat virtually everything that
was put before him and to drink so many
bottles of Coke that the waiter eventually
brought him three at a time!
In Scotland - John ran for Clyde Valley
before moving south to Birmingham - his
training partner was 5,OOOm star Nat Muir but
John also spent a year with Tony Staynings
and Dave Murphy at Western Kentucky University in the USA where he recalls running
"race after race" on the college circuit and
being asked to take drugs to improve
performance.
Evidently Coca Cola was good enough for
John in Spain. The Laredo race incorporated
the Spanish Championships and a match
between Spain, Italy and France and we
decided John should stay with the leaders
until halfway; if he felt good then, he should
make his effort. The group settled down to
2: 12 pace in the cool drizzle and John sat in
on the back of the pack, looking round
impatiently and clearly running well within
himself. By 20krn, the pace was beginning to
slow so I told John and he immediately took
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Dave Cannon from Cumbria was Britain's
fastest marathoner in 1980 with a ime
2:11:22 set in Montreal. He kicked off his
1981 campaign by winning the important
Auckland marathon. Unlike some of the
other top British marathoners such as lan
Thompson, Cannon didn't appear on the
scene overnight. Before turning to road
races and the marathon he was a very
sucessful fell runner, winning the Fell
Runner of the Year title in 1977. Last year
he just failed to be selected for the British
marathon team for the Olympics in spite of
an impressive season. VlNCE REGl\N went to
interview him.

JOHN GRAHAAf:
in the Waldemar
Cierpinski mould
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John Graham (left) with lan Ray (261) and lan Stewart (295) in the 1980 AAA Marathon
the lead, covering the next five kilometres in
around 15mins. He then returned to the 2:12
pace until cramp and a rise in the temperature caused him to slow a little. His winning
time was 2: 13:21, nearly a minute clear of two
chasing Italians.
The night of the race, everyone wanted to
buy the winner a drink and next day on the
journey home John was suffering from the
previous day's and night's exertions. As a
result I didn't belive that he would turn out in
the Leek "Round the Houses" race two days
later despite his insistence that he wanted to
win the colour TV on offer. It says a lot for his
constitution that 48 hours later the TV was his
despite the attentions of runners like Ken
Newton and Ricky Wilde.
John's next marathon was the Nike in
Eugene, Oregon and this time inexperience
told when he followed an early break which
saw him run the ninth mile in 4mins 40secs!
The pacemaker then dropped out, leaving
John by himself - until around halfway when
eventual winner Dick Quax overtook him.
Paying for his early indiscretion, Graham
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was forced to walk in the closing stages, but
still recorded 2: 15:04 for eighth place.
If further confIrmation were needed that
this was a talent to be reckoned with, it
finally came in the New York City Marathon
last autumn when John was selected for the
Great Britain team along with Trevor Wright
and Chris Garforth. Not only did his 2:11:46
third place take him to number six on the alltime UK list, he also bagged some
impressive scalps on the way (Wells, Rodgersetc).
Advised by Birchfield's Maurice Millington, John does not have a set training plan
and during the six weeks leading up to the
New York run did very little in the way of
speed work, preferring long steady runs on
the road.
Nineteen eighty is a year the 24-year-old
Scotsman will remember for some time but
many feel that as he adds experience to his
talent, there's a lot more for John Graham to
look forward to in the marathon. Who is to
say he won't follow in the footsteps of that
other steeplechaser turned marathoner? 0
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DAVE CANNON:
from fells to roads

Vince Regan: How much did your career as
a fell runner help you when you turned to the
marathon?
Dave Cannon: A lot. Living up in the Cumbrian hills, where there were no facilities
like cinder tracks or even street lighting,
made it inevitable that as a youngster I would
get involved in cross-country races and fell
running. The fells probably laid the foundations of endurance which has helped me in
later years. I think I still hold a number of
records in fell racing, including Ben Nevis,
but after I became Fell Runner of the Year I
realised that international honours lay on the
road rather than the fells.
VR: Your coach is Gordon Surtees, a much
respected marathon specialist. How important has he been to you?
DC: When Gordon began coaching me I
was only 16, and at that age a coach is very
important to any athlete. He worked on my
weaknesses and eventually persuaded me
to switch from fell running to the marathon.
We have now reached the stage where Gordon feels I am a self-sufficient athlete and our
relationship is one of friendship and mutual
respect. He lets me look after the aerobic
work and I only see him for anaerobic sessions orpre-race build-up.
VR: More and more emphasis is being
placed on speed in training for top marathon
runners. What's your feeling about this, and
how much speed work would you include
in, say, a 13-week build-up for a major race?
DC: Speed or the lack of it is why we are
marathon runners and not sprinters! Obviously we would all like to have more speed
but all we can do is to work on the factors
that encourage a faster running action strength, mobility and better technique. In
marathon running it's the ability to sustain a
reasonably fast pace that is important. In my
case I feel I have to try and obtain a higher
aerobic level, so in building up for major
races I include two of what I call speed sessions per week, one on the road and the
other on the track with Gordon.
I have never been a high mileage man and
normally I operate on 70-80 miles per week. I
think it's not how many miles you run but
how you run them that's important - I gear
my training to local environment, physical
occupation and time available.
VR: How much trackwork do you do in the
three weeks immediately before a
marathon?
DC: Before major races the quality of work
must be improved. I like to include hard sustained runs on the road but I keep to just one
track session in view of the fact that I have a
round trip of 120 miles just to get there.
Every athlete has certain sessions which he
uses as a guide to form and I use a particular
Dave Cannon, Britain's number one in 1980
track session about 10 days before the race. ~
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DAVE CANNON:
from fells to roads
The important thing is to analyse this session
correctly, taking into account such conditions
as wind, weather and state of the track, and
not to get depressed if you don't do a personal best. What Gordon and I learn from these
final track session is how fit I am and how
much I should ease up during the final week
before the race.
VR: Do you use carbohydrate loading like
Ron Hill or do you follow a different type of
diet like Bill Rodgers?
DC: I follow my own version of Ron Hill's
diet. It takes a lot of willpower to stick to it
but there are no rewards for cheating. When
you are on the starting line it's the moment of
truth.
VR: Should top British runners go to so many
competitions abroad?
DC: You have to if you want to gain experience. It's no good reading books about how
good the Americans or the Japanese are - if
you want to take them on you've got to race
against them. The trouble with domestic
races is that few top foreign athletes compete in them. Similarly, it's difficult to appreciate what conditions are going to be like in
Moscow in summer by racing, say, in Barnsley in December.
VR: Is enough being done for British marathon running at the top?
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DC: These days I can get into most of the
races I want to, but on the way up I was frustrated by lack of interest and encouragement. The trouble in this country is that when
things are going well everybody wants to
know you but when you take a dive or are injured very few keep their interest. I have
always been very proud to represent my
country but I can't help feeling I could do
even better if some of the financial support
available on BAAB recommendation could
be distributed on a wider basis.
VR: Should the present age limit in Britain be
lowered to allow mass participation in the
marathon?
DC: No. I feel that one of the reasons I have
been reasonably successful is that I enjoyed
a normal childhood. A real danger right now
is that kids are over-racing and over-training
- you hear about I3-year-old boys doing
over 50 miles a week. I see no long term
benefit to either the young athletes or the
sport. I would be happier seeing young boys
playing football or cricket than running
marathons. If they want to run, they should
be encouraged to try the shorter, faster
events first.
VR: More shorter distance runners are now
taking to the marathon. Do you think this is
going to help us achieve more world-class
times?
DC: It's natural for marathon times to get
faster but right now far too much attention is
paid to speed. It's more important who an
athlete beats rather than what time he
achieves. I've always worked on the prin-

ciple of trying to win rather than going for
times. If you beat the right men you will get
the right sort of time. In 1980 I had h'ad two
sub-2:11:40 runs but I would have preferred
finishing in the first two in the Olympic Trial
so that I could have taken on the best when I
was at a peak. The future of British marathon
running looks promising as long as the faster
men now coming in gain the experience to
use their superior speed when it really
matters - somewhere after 18 miles. But the
only sure way to rule the world is to win
major titles, not produce attractive ranking
lists.
VR: Missing out on the Olympic team for
Moscow was obviously a great disappointment. How did it affect your attitude towards
the future and how did you pick yourself up
to start training and racing again?
DC: I took it very much to heart when I failed
to gain selection. It was about three weeks
before I could even think about training
again but I realised that this had happened to
Ian Thompson in '76 and he had bounced
back to gain selection in 1980. The main
problem was that I was aiming to peak in
Moscow rather than Milton Keynes and my
subsequent races in Montreal and Fukuoka
suggest that my planning was not so far off
what was needed. After I got over the initial
disappointment it made me more determined to succeed in the future. Over the
past four years I have had a very consistent
record but this did not influence the selectors so I have decided to mix my races to
cater for fast times and to experiment a littleD
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Stockholm Marathon
~v
AUGUST 15th

The third annual Stockholm Marathon will be
held on Saturday, August 15, 1981.
Last year 5,400 runners from 21 nations
participated, and this year 8,000 runners are
expected.
The race is run through central Stockholm on a
course that probably is the most scenic and
attractive anywhere in the world. The runners
will pass the city's famous buildings including the
Royal Palace and the finish will be at the 1912
Olympic Stadium.
In 1980 there were around 250,000 spectators
along the course and no less than 15,000 in the
Olympic Stadium when the runner$ completed
their 42,195 metres (26 miles 385 yards).
The Stockholm Marathon starts at 3pm. The
weather should be perfect for long distance
running with temperatures in the sixties and
almost no wind.
The race is open to all men and women born in
or before 1964. The entry should contain name,
address, date of birth, club and best marathon
time along with the entry fee of 120 Swedish

Crowns (approx. £11.30).
Entries must reach Stockholm no later than July
11. All runners will get race details in July.
Entries and enquiries about the Stockholm
Marathon, accommodation etc. and all other
correspondence should be sent to:
Stockholm Marathon
Box 10023
S-100 55 Stockholm
Sweden

Welcome to the third annual Stockholm
Marathon!
Swedish Amateur Athletic Association, Hasselby
SK, Sp§.rvagens GolF, Aftonbladet.

OffICial carrier for Stockholm Marathon 1981

-~SAS

......................

$r4,f'OM'41/'4N 4",'UN£$

SAS London. 52/53 Conduit Street, Wl.
Telephone 01-734 4020
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M

ost middle-aged joggers dream of
.
running the marathon. As they
shuffle out their eight-minute
miles they are in imagination dicing with the
Zatopeks, Bikilas and Shorters in this most
charismatic of all endurance events.
It need not be just a dream. I'd had no
serious athletics since I left school - until I
ran my first marathon three months after my
50th birthday in 2:52: 16.
I found it so exhilarating I tackled three
more marathons inside 12 months, including
a fourth place in my age group at the
European Veterans' (over-40s) Championships in Italy.
This year I'm aiming to get down into the
2:40s. Because I'm no longer just a fat, baldheaded armchair sports fan. I'm an athlete.
A wonderful new world has opened up for
me and aJ:ly other 50-year-old whose body
has nothing more seriously wrong with it
than prolonged under-use.
Assuming that you have already got the
bug and are jogging regularly, I offer my Top
Ten tips to achieve that magical marathon
goal. Expert coaches, of course, can offer
more sophisticated advice. This is just from
one "late developer" to another:

l. Set a target
Unlike the seasoned runner who tackles
events all summer, the middle-aged fIrsttimer must give himself a specific event to
aim at. The various marathons around Britain
are mostly held about the same time every
year so you can pick your event - far
enough ahead to get into good shape.
This will be "the Big One" that you keep in
mind as you build up mileage, the towering
incentive that keeps you training through
blizzards and gales when you feel like giving
up~ You may jog for fun but it takes burning
ambition to push you to marathon mileage.
I picked as my first marathon the Masters
and Maidens at Guildford - excellent for
novices - which takes place in October.
From January 1st that year when I began
serious training my mind was obsessed with
that challenge. As I ran, I thought: "This is
how it will be at Guildford" or "You'll have to
do better than this at Guildford" .

2. Plan your training
To' be sure of completing a marathon you
should run. at least 60 miles a week for two
months previously. So whatever average
mileage you are jogging now, increase it but never by more than 10% each week until you reach 60 miles a week two months
before your selected event. Then continue
doing at least that mileage until a week
before the marathon, when, of course, you
will rest up for the great day. You should be
fit enough for a few 20-milers during the last
two months but don't try the full 26 miles leave that as the ultimate experience!
Younger or more experienced people are
capable of vastly more mileage than this, or
can manage marathoning on less. But I think
this is suitable preparation for the 50-year-old
to reach his goal without excessive stress either in training or in the race.
Say, for example, you now jog about 20
miles a week. Increasing your weekly mileage - never more than 10% - and allowing
for a few setbacks, you could reach the 60mile-a-week point in four months. With the
two months intensive preparation to follow,
you should plan your marathon for at least six
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NoviceJs
guide to
the 26·2
Ex-jogger ALAN HITCHINGS
gives his top 10 tips
months ahead.

3. Build up gradually
Injury is the greatest threat to your marathon
ambition and clearly the oldster is more vulnerable than the youngster. So he must take
that much more care.
Apart from my 10% limit, I practise other
rigid rules: I never give way to the temptation, just because I'm feeling good, to push
excessively past previous marks, either in
miles or speed. I know I will pay for it in bad
runs, or no runs at all, in the following days.
And I never tamper with interval or speed
training. Some well-known runners, now
veterans, use "quality" training with
splendid results but their bodies have got
used to it over many years. For us late developers I consider this is the shortest way to
the doctor's surgery. The only concession to
speed training I make is a spot of "fartlek"
(Swedish for "speed-play") - a few faster
bursts when the fancy takes me during my
usual steady runs.

4. Make time for running
To the seasoned runner the daily workout is
a habit he probably couldn't break if he
tried. But as our mileage builds up we
novices find it increasingly difficult to adjust
our day to cope. Even the great Australian
Ron Clarke admitted the hardest thing about
running is "putting your legs in your shorts"
and getting out. There is always a temptation
to find excuses why we can't go out.
Make it a rule to run every day. You'll
break it, of course, but at least you'll be
trying. I manage two sessions a day without
affecting my working or leisure life. An easy
four-miler before breakfast involves getting
up a mere half an hour earlier. Another 10
miles up and down London's Embankment
during my lunch break at work gives me a
very respectable 14 a day, yet leaves my
evenings free. At one time I used to park my
car 10 miles out of town and run back to it
after work. I used to get home nearly as
quickly.

or two and suddenly it happens again. That is
good progress.
I avoid training boredom by selecting
various routes around my home, measuring
them fairly accurately on the car's "clock". I
also recommend an occasional point-topoint - say a 15-miler from one town to
another. There is a big psychological lift
from scorning modern transport and covering a vast distance on your own feet - to
other people's astonishment.

6. Read all the running literature
Most of us oldies have to be lone wolves with
no trainer to advise us or jerk us up when
we're jaded. My "trainer" is the pile of running books and magazines by my bed. I take
one to the toilet every morning before my
run - a stirring couple of pages of, say, the
Ron Hill story and I can't wait to get out on
that road again!

7. Lose weight
In my opinion this is the biggest factor in
success for the middle-ager. When you take
a marathon trip, old-timer, you've got to
leave your paunch behind!
Marathon weight, I'm afraid, must be at
least 10% below the "ideal weight" of the
slimmer's books that many fitness joggers
aim at.
From a podgy 12 stoner of a few years ago
(and only 5ft 7in) I ran my first marathon at 9st
Sib - and I'm still aiming to strip more off. I
use a mixture of low-calorie diet (l ,500 a day)
plus running on weekdays but relaxing the
diet, with a few beers, at weekends. This
makes the regimen bearable because
there's always the weekend to look forward
to. Yet the weekend running takes care of
the extra calories.
You can see that 10 miles a day (running
bums about 100 calories a mile) reduces a
1,500-calorie intake to a mere 500 calories.
Fat soon melts away at that rate.

8. Ignore the sneers
Every jogger gets his share of ribaldry in the
streets and naturally the oldie is even fairer
game. I'm bald and my lunch-break workouts are through crowded central London,
so I have to be thick-skinned! Don't waste
breath in backchat with fools. Never, by so
much as a raised eyebrow, show that you
have heard what is said. I am having my own
T-shirts printed "Running makes you deaf'.

9. Don't be overawed by others
At first I thought they all looked younger and
tougher than me, with their track suit badges
proclaiming wide experience. Some of them
weren't too friendly, either - reckoning no
doubt that here was another upstart old
jogger trying to ape his betters. It was a
surprise, and a pleasure, to pass some of
these chaps as the race went on. If you can't
join 'em, beat 'em!

5. Record every day's run

10. Trust your mileage

This is not just to keep a mileage count. It's a
vital part of maintaining motivation as you
watch your progress. Always time your run
and record it and how you felt. Don't worry
about the bad ones. Accept them as inevitable and take it easy. Even Brendan Foster's
training diaries contain such notes as "felt
lethargic..... "stiff and tired..... "fed up".
The good ones will come, unexpectedly
and without straining. Suddenly you notice
you've sailed over your training course in a
better time than ever before. Another week

On your marathon day, as you stand at the
start of this great adventure, of course you
will have doubts. I thought, "What the hell
am I doing here!?" But be confident. If you
have built solidly and put in your 60-a-week
for two months you will make it. Take it easy
and run at your usual training pace.
You have banked mileage like a miser.
Now let it flow out and carry you to the greatest physical achievement of your life. Your
own personal athletic triumph - not something you get second-hand from the telly. 0

raining for the marathon is like a radio
set with three wavelengths. You can
twiddle the dials or press the buttons
so
to sometimes tune into one band,
sometimes into another. The three available
wavelengths in running training are
intensity, duration and frequency. You will
need to tune in to all three at various times
but recent research indicates that it is the
intensity button that produces the greatest
improvement in the body's work capacity.
But when you look at marathon runners of
all standards the evidence suggests that not
enough of them realise this fact. Rather, they
spend too much time tuned into frequency
and duration.
Once a substantial circulo-respiratory base
has been developed by an athlete (achieved
essentially through long slow distance and
oxygen interval training, progressively built
up over a period of months) a fair percentage
of fast continuous running needs to be done
by the marathon runner. Obviously the
phasing of training and number of races will
partly determine how much fast continuous
training is done.
When an athlete undertakes a good percentage of fast continuous running - say a
third of his total mileage per week - this will
periodically result in the need for a recuperative period where less emphasis is
placed on intensity and more emphasis on
relatively slow running.
Depending on what periodisation is used,
the blending oUast continuous running, relatively slow continuous running and oxygeninterval training needs to be carefully balanced, otherwise a developing fatigue will
set in and training and performances will
deteriorate. I am also in favour of marathon
runners undertaking some lactic acid/oxygen debt (LA/O~ sessions of speed and
endurance interval training (eg 6 x 1 mile at
90 to 95 per cent speed with recoveries of
four minutes; after several weeks this recovery should be gradually lowered to three
minutes). Many other LA/0 2 interval
methods are obviously possible. Such sessions are desirable because, although
during a marathon run at a constant speed
the lactates may remain relatively low,
where bursts are put in or parts of the race
are run at a faster pace (particularly on hills),
then the lactate has to rise. Your body must
be able to cope with its waste products in
these circumstances.
Let's examine the steady state oxygen cost
of running: providing the athlete's maximum
oxygen uptake is known (see table) we can
get an approximation of what speed he/she
can maintain over several miles, assuming of
course he/she is fully trained and running on
the flat. For example a runner with a maximum oxygen uptake of say 70 ml/kg min
should be able to undertake fast continuous
runs at approximately a five minute mile
pace, providing of course he/she is fit
enough. The duration of the run will again
depend on the fitness level of the athlete.
I have phsiologically assessed many world
class marathon runners and in my opinion
some of them run too slowly in training for
their capabilities and level of fitness. It is
very likely that the correct type of fibre
composition in the muscles is a prerequisite
to what type of training best suits an athlete.
A high relationship exists between the maximum oxygen uptake of an athlete and the
number of slow contracting red fibres in his
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Speed training
fo, marathoners
by John Humphreys M Ed, Ph D
Steady state oxygen cost
of running
Speed mph Mile Pace
min. sec.

6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
110
115
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0

Oxygen
Cost
ml/kg. min.

10:00
9:14
8:34
8:00
7:30
7:04
6:40
6:19·
6:00
5:43
5:27
5:13
5:00
4:48
4:37
4:27
4:17

33.3
36.3
39.4
42.4
45.6
48.6
51.8
55.1
58.2
61.5
64.8
68.1
71.5
74.9
78.8
81.9
86.5

Taken from Toward an Understanding of Human
Performance edited by J. Burke and Ben R.
Londeree, Movement P1IlllicatlolUl 1978.

legs. But that does not mean to say that you
have no control over the speed you can
acquire by training (muscle fibre composition is not totally God-given and unalterable).
Speed of running is relative to an athlete's
genetic capabilities, but all marathon

runners should undertake some fast continuous running in their training. Although
an average horse will never win the Grand
National it can still improve its own performance and placing with the right training.
Having now briefly stated the case for fast
continuous running, let's look at some of the
differences between this type of work and
slow continuous training.

Fast Aerobic Continuous
Training
1. Heart rate 160-180bpm (approx.)
2. More related neurologically to the
demands of racing
3. High involvement of white fibres (fast
twitch)
4. High percentage of V0 2max used (70 to
90 per cent)
5. lactates relatively high
6. More involvement of anaerobic system
(LA/02 sessions)
7. Possibly greater effect in improving the
stroke volume (amount of blood ejected
per beat from heart)
8. Recommended for use once an athlete
has a substantial endurance background
9. Helps to improve the percentage of

V0 2max an athlete can use for training and
running
10. Too much of this type of training can
lead to fatigue and a breakdown in training

Slow Aerobic Continuous
Training
1. Heart rate 130-150 bpm (approx.)
2. High involvement of red fibres (slow
twitch)
3. Low percentage of V0 2max used (50 to
70 per cent)
4. Lactates relatively low
5. Muscles working essentially aerobically
6. More efficient sweat rate for a given
blood flow
7. Decreased circulatory stress during the
performance of submaximal exercise
8. Causes a bradycardia effect (ie lowering
of heart rate at rest)

From a comparison of FACT and SACT it
can be concluded that both are necessary
in the training of a marathon runner.
Let's now look at a checklist of ten items
required by the superior marathoner so that
you can see how many of these you already
possess and how many you need to think
about acquiring by means of changes in your
training habits and routines:
1. Appreciably high V0 2max (70-90 ml/kg
min)
2. Ability to use a large percentage of
V0 2max (ie 70-90 percent) for duration of
marathon
3. Ability to use relatively small amounts of
oxygen at sub-maximal running speeds
4. A high. blood sugar level
5. The ability to dissipate heat and to
tolerate large body fluid loss
6. Good neuro-muscular efficiency
7. A large heart capable of ejecting large
amounts of blood per beat
8. High haemoglobin and red cell count
level and optimal blood volume
9. Ability to tolerate some hill type training
in order to utilise 100 per cent of V0 2 max
for sustained periods of time
10. A high level of strength and local
muscle endurance in the exercising muscle
groups (especially the abdominal group)
and good flexibility.
Although it is imperative that we examine
and learn from the training methods of the
past, we .still need good research to pinpoint some new training principles for the
future in order to advance rather than stand
still. The responsibility lies not only with researchers but also with the athlete and coach
who in too many cases have followed a well
trodden path and have failed to venture offit.
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Exe,cises fo, ma,athone,s

knees. Do as many repetitions as you can. A
variation of this is to put your hands behind
your head, try to touch your left knee with
your right elbow and vice versa (you will
probably need to have you feet held down
for this).
Chinning

by Brian Webster, MSCP, Dip TP
Knees to chest

M

arathon training means miles and
miles of running. That's fine because that's what most of us enjoy.
However, the constant repetition of a small
range of movement can have certain disadvantages. The working muscles in the legs
become stronger whilst their opposing
groups remain weak. There is also a tendency for the muscles to shorten as they are not
working through their full range. The result
of this muscle imbalance and shorteniilg is
an increased possibility of injury and the inability to lengthen the stride and increase
the pace when this would be desirable. The
arms and trunk muscles also remain relatively weak. This may lead to backache and inability to drive with the arms towards the end
ofarace.
These problems can be overcome by the
regular performance of a few simple exercises. They should not be done instead of
running but in addition to the amount of
running you think is necessary. There are
three types of exercises to do: loosening up,
stretching and strengthening.
Loosening up exercises take you to your
existing limit of mobility. They should be
done slowly and rhythmically. Forceful,
bouncing movements are not recommended. They should be done every morning and also before running and before
doing stretching or strengthening exercises.
Six to 10 repetitions of each exercise should
be sufficient.
Stretching exercises are aimed at increasing your mobility. They should be done without strain or pain. Loosen up first, then reach
to the comfortable limit of your range. Stay
there for up to 30 seconds. Try to relax for a
few seconds, then reach a bit further and
relax again. It doesn't matter how far you can
stretch now: what matters is that you can
stretch a little further next week and a little
further the week after. Do from one to six
repetitions depending on time available and
how stiff you are.
Strengthening exercises are done using
body weight as resistance. To gain much
benefit you should work up fairly quickly to
your maximum number of repetitions.

LOOSENING UP EXERCISES

~

straight to stretch the superficial calf muscles
and bend the knees slightly to stretch the
deep ones. Stretch for up to 30 seconds.

Lie flat on floor. Bring your knees up to chest
and down. Variation: bring your knees
towards alternate shoulders. These exercises can also be done hanging from wall
bars.

Lie face down, arms straight in front of you.
Lift hands and feet as high as possible.

Squats
Hands on hips, knees bend as far as possible
and straighten.

Hamstrings
Stand with feet together. Bend forward till
you feel the stretch at the back of the thighs.
Alternative exercises: sit on floor with legs
straight and reach towards toes or put foot on
steeplechase barrier or table and reach towards toes.

Calf raise
Stand with front half of feet on a step or block
of wood. Take heels down as low as possible
then raise as high as possible. Try 20 for a
start.

Stand with feet together. Bend forward to
touch toes if you can. Don't worry if you
can't. The stretching exercises will help.

Side bends

Quadriceps

Step ups

Stand on one leg. Bend the other foot up
behind you and grasp the ankle. Pull till you
feel the front of the thigh stretching. Repeat
with the other leg. Alternatively do the same
exercise lying face downwards.

Select a well made chair or gym stool. Step
on and off. Try 10 with the left leg and 10 with
the right. Increase your repetitions with each
attempt.

~

Insoles, pads, paddings, appliances, foot powders,
sprays and preparations

RICHARD HNATSPORTS
ONE OF THE CHEAPEST RETAILERS IN BRITAIN WITH ALL
GOODS AT LEAST

Gluteals (seat muscles)
Stand on one leg. Bend the other leg up
towards the chest. Put hands in front of knee
and pull till you feel a stretch at the back of
the hip. Repeat with other leg. Can also be
done lying on your back.

Stand with feet astride. Twist round to look
behind you to the left then to the right. Let
the arms swing rhythmically.
The above exercises will take about two minutes to do. They will help wake you up in the
morning and can also be used to prepare
you for more strenuous exercises or running.

STRETCHING EXERCISES

Groin
Take a long step forward with your left foot
and bend left knee. Keep right knee as
straight as possible and trunk upright.
Stretch should be felt at front of right hip.
Repeat with other leg.

STRENGTHENING EXERCISES

20%

below Recommended
RetaiI Prices
Sample price list, adult sizes.

Nike Tailwind
• Yankee
• Eagle
• Daybreak
• Elite
• LDVII
• W. Waffle
~ W. Trainer 11
Adidas S.L. 80
• TAX Training
• TAX Competition
Marathon Training
Reebok Aztec
• Shadow
• Gazelle
Karhu Navy Star
• Roadster
Fleetfoot Groundhog
InterG.P.R.

£30.40
£14.40
£27.45
£24.00
£22.60
£2260
£880
£18.40
£17.60
£15.60
£17.40
£20.00
£18.20
£14.40
£16.40
£17.60
£7.95
£8.00
£8.80

VainQueur
Triumph

Stand about three feet away from a wall. Lean
forward with your hands on the wall till you
feel your calf muscles stretching. Keep your
heels on the the ground. Keep your knees

£29.60
£20.00
£27.20

AdiOOs Intervalle 11
Reebok Orbit
GolaWasp

£12.80
£15.60
£12.40

SPENCO ACCESSORIES

£1.80
£2.60
£5.25
£1.30

Insoles
Flexible arch supports
Orthotic arch supports
Heel cushion
2nd skin

~

RON HILL

Shorts
Vests
Tracksters
Karhu Weather Sutts

£4.40
£3.40
£5.60
£21.90

VIGA

Track King 1I shorts
Jet Oueen shorts
Bullet I vest
Bullet" vest
Lady Bullet

£300
£290
£3.25
£350
£3.80

send or telephone for full price list. Add £1.00 for shoe orOOrs and 25 pence for clothing orders.
Accurate foot outline and English shoe size with shoe orders to:

Calf stretch
Bent knee sit ups
Lie on the floor with knees bent and feet flat
on floor. Reach forwards to just beyond your

~RJOGGING

stocking all leading brands Nlke, Adldas, Reebok, New Balance, Karhu, Walsh, Brooks,
"le & Spenco, V1ga, Ron Hill accessoffes.

Universe
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IThe people with the track record in footcare'

Stand with feet astride, hands on side of
thighs. Lean to the left, slide hand down towards knee. Repeat to right.

Trunk rotation

These strengthening exercises will take
about seven minutes. It is not expected that
you do all the exercises every time. Try each
one to find out where your limitations are
and choose the exercises which will be of
the most benefit to you. If your time is very
limited I suggest you just do the calf stretch,
hamstring stretch, sit ups and press ups. If
you do have the time, it would be beneficial
to work through the whole list two or three
times a week. 0

All~ILElES fOOllREAlmElnl

Forward bend

SPIKES

Stand with feet comfortably apart. Move the
arms forwards, upwards, sideways and
downwards.

Hold onto an overhead bar. Pull up till chin is
level with bar. As many as you can.

Back extension

These stretching exercises will take five
minutes if you do one of each.

Arms circle

Press ups
Lie face downwards. Place hands under
shoulders with fmgers facing forwards. Keep
head, trunk and legs in a straight line as you
straighten your arms. Do as many as you can.

MAIL ORDER DEPT, R. HNAT SPORTS, 148 INFIRMARY ROAD,
SHEFFIELD 56 3DH. Tel. SHEFFIELD 731413

Super Brooklyn: the ultimate jogging shoe from
Lotto. Weighing in at an incredible 190 grams, this is
one of the lightest running shoes in the world. Deep
shock·absorbing sole specially designed for road
running. Excellent ankle support.

Itpt" I "pp" "'omo"o", '''"p'''o,,',
\

15 Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey, England.
Telex 929679 Telephone 01 3990966/7/8.

Why not visit our new tootwear department and see the exhibition hall at the same time
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JANUARY
Andy Holden started the year, as
he did in 1979, with a victory in
the Bermuda Marathon; this time
he was three minutes faster,
establishing a new record of
2:15:20. Chris Stewart also
recorded a fast time (2: 14:47)
when finishing second in the
Houston Marathon but the
course was later found to be
80Omshort.

FEBRUARY
In Auckland, New Zealand,
Brendan Foster made his longawaited marathon debut but
could only manage fifth place in
2:15:49 to Dick Quax's 2:13:12,
with Dave Cannon second,

MARCH
The first domestic
marathon of the year, the Duchy of
Cornwall, resulted in a victory
fpr veteran runner John Hurl
(2:28:06). .Alison Blake repeated
her 1979 victory and beat her
own course record with 2:50:45.
At Essonne, Paris, Gill Aclams
scored her first major international victory in 2:39: 18.

APRIL
The Chippendale Marathon was
held on a hot day which probably accounts for the slow winning
time of 2:27:38 recorded by
Malcolm Mountford. Similar
conditions awaited the record
field of 260 in the Inter-5ervices
Marathon at RAF Swinderby
when the Army's Andy Robertson beat the more experienced
Mike Hurd in 2:24: 12. In Boston,
Bill Rodgers completed a hat
trick of wins, equalling the
record of Clarence De Mar. Gill
Adams (2:39: 17) finished third in
the women's race. In Amsterdam, Gerard Nijboer ran the
second fastest time ever 2:09:0l'.

MAY
Conditions for the AAA Marathon (the Olympic Trial) at Milton
Keynes were far from ideal,
with a strong wind visibly
slowing runners on the more
exposed parts of the course, The
star-studded field was slowly
reduced to a two-man battle
between newcomer David
Black and the established star
lan Thompson with victory
finally going to the Luton runner
(2:14:00). Black ran 2: 14:28; Andy
Holden was third in 2: 15: 18.
Thompson, Black and Bernie
Ford (on the strength of his 1979
Fukuoka run) were named as
Britain's Moscow representatives. Two weeks later, the Isle
of Wight race suffered from its
proximity to the AAA and John
Hurt achieved his second win of
the year with 2:33:35. May also
saw the first People's Marathon
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in Birmingham with 600 starters.

JUNE
A good month for British marathoners. In Laredo, Spain, Scotsman John Graham gained some
consolation for his AAA dnf (he
was ill) with a win in 2:13:31
while in Otwock, Poland, three
we!1l.cs later Chris Garforth
scored an impressive victory in a
pb 2: 13:27. Meanwhile at Sandbach, Trevor Wright won with
three minutes to spare from a
record field of 532 in 2: 13:45. In
the same race, Joyce Smith ran
the third fastest time ever by a
woman, recording 2:33:32 (also a
Commonwealth best). The day
before in Edinburgh, Graham
Laing took the Scottish title in
'2:23:03.

JULY
The Goldenlay Poly Marathon
attracted a record entry of 634
and resulted in a win for northerner Tony Byme (2:22:38 in his
first marathon since finishing
fourth in the same race in 1976).
A week later the North Tyneside
Marathon arrived on the scene
with just over 150 starters. A stiff
breeze made fast times impossible: Alan Catley won in
2:28:29. The following week
Mike Critchley returned to form
to break the record in the
Preston to Morecambe Milk race
in 2:18:17. Leslie Watson took
the ladies prize in a fast 2:52: 18
(but ran 500m short).

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Overseas first: Dave Cannon
became the fifth fastest Briton of
all time with his winning 2: 11 :22
in Montreal. The same weekend, Andy Holden and John
Graham competed in the ultrafast Nike Marathon in Eugene,
Oregon. Dick Quax won in
2: 10:47 but neither Briton produced his best form. Graham
finished eighth, recording
2:15:04 despite walking towards
the end. Five days later, Colin
Taylor returned to Antwerp,
scene of his pb in '79. This year
he improved two places to
second but ran a slower 2: 16:52
(to add to his 2:16:51 at Sandbach). Finally Mick Gratton finished third in .difficult conditions
in the Dutch championships at
Zwolle in spite of cramping.
At home, pride of place went
to Jim Dingwall who broke the
Glasgow International record
with 2:16:07. John Cain (second,
2: 16: 16) led the English team to
victory. Leslie Watson set a
Scottish native and national
record in the same race (2:47:07).
In the other International race,
the Aberdeen, Scottish champion Graham Laing improved
by over two minutes to win with
2:19:33. England again took the
team honours. Four years on
from his Olympic Trial debacle
there, lan Thompson won the
Rotherham Marathon in 2: 18:59
and in Rugby Jim Bigham
(2:26:23) took first place in the
Midland Championship.

OCTOBER

The 50th Kosice Marathon attracThe month started with a terrible ted a star-studded field
blow for British marathon run- including the reigning Olympic
ning when all three Britons failed and European Champions but it
to finish in the Olympic Mara- was the unknown Russian .Alex
thon. Waldemar Cierpinski Lyagushev (2: 15:25) who delivemulated the great Abebe ered on the day. Stan Curran
Bikila, retaining his Montreal led briefly after 20 miles but
title in 2: 11 :03. Two days later in finished eighth, only 39 secLondon, the women had their onds behind the winner. At
own unofficial World Champion- Sandbach the same day, the
ships when the Avon Inter- second Flying Fox Marathon (innational attracted over 200 corporating the National Vets
starters from 27 countries. New Champs) was won by Jim Avis
Zealand school teacher Lorraine in 2:26:41 - a new ChampionMoUer won in 2:35: 11 with an in- ship record.
jured Joyce Smith seventh. A
A week later in Cleveland,
week later .Alan Catley won his Scotsman .Alisdair Keen won
second marathon in four weeks with a course record 2: 19:0 1.
at the inaugural Newcastle event The following weekend saw two
in 2:28:54 with 1966 Common- contrasting events. On the Saturwealth champion Jim Alder day a handful of spectators at
taking the vets award. At New- Harlow saw Barry Watson, now
port, Norman Wilson, returning recovered from 'a March operafrom two years of injury, won in tion, win with 2:16:43 after a
2:24:06 and in Glasgow, Don' close battle with Brian Cole
MacGregor took the World Vets (2: 16:55). Julie Barleycorn
title in the superb time of 2: 19:23; (2:50:17) won the women's event
Lyn Billington (2:55:34) won the from Gillian Burley by 43 secladies title.
onds. On the Sunday in New

York two million people
watched
Cuban-American
.Alberto Salazar beat 14,000
others in his debut marathon to
win in 2:09:41. John Graham
in third place with 2: 11:47 moved
up to number six on the all-time
British list and was well supported by Trevor Wright (seventh,
2:13:31) and Chris Garforth
(11th, 2:14:29). In the women's
race Grete Waitz set yet another
world record with a time of
2:25:42 with Britons Carol Gould
and Gill Adams fourth and
seventh respectively, 2:35:05
and 2:37:55, both pbs.
Also in the States, Mike Hurd
won the Washington Marathon
in 2: 16:55 despite being sick in
the closing stages. The course,
however, was found to be 527m
under-distance.

TheWinning Look
, Both made of light weight tricot nylon for
performance from America's foremost
makers of Marathon apparel. Shorts
with built-in supporter. In three
winning colours. Royal blue
or green with white stripes or
gold with black stripes. Sizes
(shorts) ES (26-29) S (29-32) M
(32-35) Singlets S (36) M (38)
Shorts £8.95 Singlet £6.95
Add 85p postage.
Colour brochure only 50p
Credit card orders phone
01·6738378
'~----';;
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SPORTS LOCKER

11119 Hightrees House, .

Orange Bowl, Miami, USA, Jan 17
1 B Durden, USA, 2: 12:34; 3 M East, GB,
2:14:40; 6 S Curran, GB, 2:16:37; 15 R Hill,
GB-vet, 2:22:55.
Women I C Goald, GB, 2:41:39.
Bermuda, Jan 24
I A Holden, GB, 2:16:57; 2 A RobertBon,
GB, 2:17:20; 3RVega, PR. 2:19:16.
Beppu, Japan, Jan 31
1 S Soh, lap. 2: 11 :30: 2 T Soh, lap, 2: 1I ;32: 3
D Beardsley, USA. 2:12:41; 81 Ray, GB,
2:19:58; 40 G Lalng, GB, 2:26:59.

Hong Kong, laD 31. Women
I K BiDna, GB, 2:45:38; 2 Y Hasegawa, HK,

BERNIE PLAIN
SPORTS

WALES'S LEADING ATHLETICS SPECIALIST
SHOP
BUY YOUR RACING SHOES FOR THE
LONDON MARATHON
We recommend these shoes

ROAD RACERS
Nike Elite
6·13 (£27.99) £25.00
AdidasTRX Comp. 5·5Y, (£18.90) £16.99
6-12 (£2175) £19.35
SPIKES
Nike Triumph

4-5Y, (£21.75) £19.00
6·12 (£24.99) £22.00

NikeFly
(Black & White) 4-5 Yd£ 17.40) £15.66
6-12 (£19.99) £18.00
Nike Intervalle
6·12 (£23.99) £21.00
5-5 Y, (£32.20) £28.50
Nike Vainqueur
6·12 (£36.99) £33.00
Puma Munchen
4-5 Y, (£28.99) £24.99
6-12 (£32.99) £28.99
Puma Kralle
4·5 Y, (£28.99) £24.99
6-12 (£32.99) £28.99
Reebok Zenith
6·12 (£22.75) £20.40
Reebok Orbit
3-5 'I, (£ 16.80) £15.10
6-12 (£19.35) £17.80

3:00:16.

Auckland, NZ, Feb 8
I D Cannon, GB, 2:12:53; 2 D Tibaduiza,
Col, 2:14:09; 3 T Wright;GB, 2:18:18.

TRAINERS
Puma Fast Rider
Nike Tailwind
Nike LDV 2

Tokyo, Japan, Feb 8

6·12 £25.65
Nike Waffle Trainer 6-12 (£21.99) £19.80

I H Kita, lap, 2: 12:04; 2 A Bocc;, Ita, 2: 12: 11;
3 D Nedi, Eth, 2:12:14; 6 S Kenyon, GB,
2:12:34; 12 J Cain, GB, 2:14:57; 16 C
Taylor, GB, 2:16:37.

Tokyo, Japan, March 1
1 R Gomez, Mex, 2: II :00; 2 T Persson, Swe,
2:12:07; 3 R Thomas, USA, 2:12:31; 7 I

6· 12 (£26.99) £23.75
6-12 (£37.99) £3300

5-5 Y,

£25.65

Excellent mail order service -

Nike Eagle
Karhu Kevlar
Nike Nylon
Roadrunner

4·5 Y, (£29.55) £26.50
5Y,-12 (£33.99) £30.00
6·12 (£26.95) £2400

3-5'1, (£13.05) £11.75

6-12 (£14.99) £13.50
3·5 y, (£11.30) £10.17
Nike Oceanla
6-12 (£12.99) £11.70
Nike Wally Waffle
8-13 (£8.50) £7.65
1-5 Y, (£9.50) £855
6-7(£10.99)£990
NikeWaffle
Trainer 2
6-12 (£22.00) £20.69
AdidasSL80
6·13 (£21.99) £19.50
Adidas Marathon 6·12 (£24.99) £2250
CLOTHING
Viga Men's Track King 11
Shorts in red, sky blue,
green, black
Viga Men's Bullet 11 Vests
in all colours
Viga Women's Jet Oueen
Towelling Shorts in blue,
red. black
Viga Lady Buliet Vests In
all colours

£2.99
£3.78

£3.99
£4.00

POST FREE within U.K.

6 Four Elms Road, Roath, Cardiff.

Tel. (0222) 492520

II/P,ac!bok}
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10K racing shoe £16.95 (were £19.30)
AZTEC race/train £20.20 (were 22.70)

NEW! AAINsurr NOW AVAILABLE

£115.95
JACKETS' Aoyal!rco. navyl$ky,
tlrO'Nnfbeige
TROUSERS Royal1red stripe. roavy/sl<;y
s:npe, brown'be>ge S1f'pe
Featu'CS: tlood, rU:ll'p, pocket

IS

COMP 100 racing £28.95
620 race/train (were 32.95) £29.95

seamless s~cllldels. XS, S, M, l.
POL YICOTTON SHORTS - Blac:-C

HIKE

red. yellcl'..... white, rOI'al,:! stnpes, 26'

34'£3.95
100% COTTON STRIPED RUGBY
SHIRTS 3""/36", ;)8140', £6.50 Slate

EAGLE 5.30z racing shoe £33.95
ELITE racing shoe £24.90

colour prole/Mce ana alternative.

Sho:!s. trackSUits, vests ele ere aval·
;IDle 10 cluO specil,callcns AlsO CLUB
SPORTS BAGS availablo 10 order.
Details on reQl.esl.

TIGER ~
MACH III racing shoe £15.20 (rrp 15.95)
JAYHAWK 11 racing shoe £19.95 (rrp 21.95)
••• JUST IN: REEBOK SHADOW £17.95 LADY SHADOW
£16.95 NEW BALANCE 730 £39.95 The above are just a
sample of the range from our fully ILLUSTRATED MAIL
ORDER CATALOGUE AVAILABLE FREE FROW THE ADDRESS
BELOW. 11 ordering from this ad. for shoes please
state size in current models. For clothing state
alternative colour if possible. REOUIRED URGENTLY?
WHY NOT PHONE? (personal service day/evening). Ail
goods returnable if not satisfied. Try the specialists!

TERRY LONERGAN SPORTS, (PI,
RYDAL BANK, WILTON ROAD, ILKLEY,
WEST YORKS. LS29 9PG

Tel 0943601581 (day/eve.)

Nightingale Lane, London SW12 8AH

DECEMBER

Results

Running in worn out, uncomfortable shoes is bad
enough at any time. but attempting to cover 26
miles 385 yards in this way makes the race a
handicap event. Comfortable. well cushioned,
lightweight shoes are a must! From our survey of
the leading brands we recommend the following.
Don't be put off a shoe generally classed as a
training shoe I Today'S training shoes are lighter
than yesterday's racing shoes.

Athletic Shorts & Singlets

Joyce Smith won the Tokyo
Marathon in the remarkable time
of 2:30:27: fastest ever in an allwoman race, new Commonwealth record and number three
all-time. Gill Adams finished
third in 2:40:53. In Bamsley, 1976
Olympian JeffNorman emerged
from a quiet season with a
2:22:31 victory.

Early 19811ntemational

LONDON MARATHON
SHOE SURVEY

5'i/I3Y~

NOVEMBER

The last marathon of the year
took place in Fukuoka, Japan.
Home runners excelled themselves with a 1-2-3, with Toshihiko Seko winning in 2:09:45.
Olympic Champion Cierpinski
could only fmish sixth while
Dave Cannon ran a brilliant
2:11:35 (his second sub-2:12 of
1980) for only 10th place.

Terry Lanergan Sparts

¥fGil
VCLOTHING

SPORTSMAN long sleeve
training shirt, red, blue,
yellow. S. M only £3.95

LADY BULLET VESTS y,
sheen, Y, mesh royalJ\vhite;
red/wh.; green/who £4.75

BULLET 11 MEN'S VESTS
sheenfmesh hoop white/red;
royal/white; yellow/green
£4.75

RUNNING

is undoubtedly good for you and you can make it more enjoyable
by having the right kind of footwear and clothing
WE ARE A BUSINESS RUN BY RUNNERS FOR RUNNERS
(Of course we class jogging as running! It's only a matter of pace)
SHOP IN THE COMFORT OF
YOUR HOME - by sending for our
FREE FULL COLOUR CATALOGUE
listing over 60 different models of
the best running shoes in the
world, almost all at discount
prices. Shorts, singlets,
tracksuits, wetsuits,
books, accessories.

MAIL·ORDER CATALOGUE FROM:
RUNNING WILD (Dept J8l)
Freepost (no stamp reqUired)
2 Tower Street
Hyde, Cheshire
Tel: 061·3688008
(24 hour
service)

runner's watches.

medical products, etc.
OUR SERVICE IS
POST FREE

OR BROWSE
in our specialist
shop at 148/150
Market Street. Hyde,
Cheshire
Open every day (except
Sunday) 9.00·5.30 (late opening
until 6.00pm Friday and Saturday)

"Running

WiLd~

Thompson, GB, 2:14:39; 16 C Stewart, GB,
2:19:50.
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Marathon rankings
ALL-TIME WORLD'TOP 19 (MEN)
Time
2:08:34
2:09:01
2:09:06

2:09:12
2:09:27

2:09:28
2:09:41
2:09:45
2:09:49
2:09:55

Name
Derek Clayton
Gerard Nijboer
Shigeru Soh
lan Thompson
Bill Rodgers
Ron Hill
Alberto Salazar
Toshihiko Seko
TakeshiSoh
W Cierpinski

Country
Australia
Holland
Japan
GB
USA
GB
USA
Japan
Japan
GDR

Course
Antwerp
Amsterdam
Beppu
Christchurch
Boston
Edinburgh
New York
Fukuoka
Fukuoka
Montreal

ALL TIME WORLD TOP 10 (WOMEN)
Year
1969
1980
1980

1974
1979

1970
1980
1980
1980
1976

ALL-TIME UK TOP 20 (MEN)

Time
2:25:42
2:29:34

2:30:27
230:58
2:31:23
2:31:42
2:32:29
2:34:25
2:34:29
2:34:48

Name
Grete Waitz
Patricia Catalano
Joyce Smith
J Gare'au
Joan Benoit
Lorraine Moller
Marja Wokke
I Christensen
Allison Roe
C Vahlensieck

Country
Norway
USA
GB
Canada
USA
NZ
Holland
Norway
NZ
GFR

Name
lan Thompson
Ron Hill
Bill Adcocks
Bemie Ford
Dave Cannon
John Graham
Jim Alder
Don Faircloth
Trevor Wright
Tony Simmons

Club
Luton
Clayton
Coventry
Aldershot,
Gateshead
Birchfield
Morpeth
Croydon
Wolves
Luton

Course
Christchurch
Edinburgh
Fukuoka
Fukuoka
Montreal
New York
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Fukuoka
Sandbach

1974
1970
1968
1979
1980
1980
1970
1970
1978
1978

2:12:50
2:13:06
2:13:12
2:13:30
2: 13:45
2: 13:55
2:13:58
2:14:06
2:14:16
2:14:28

JefINorman
Greg Hannon
Chris Stewart
Steve Kenyon
Alastair Wood
Basil Heatley
Jim Dingwall
lan Beauchamp
Don Macgregor
Dave Black

Altrincham
Duncairn
Bournemth
Bolton
Aberdeen
Coventry
Falkirk
Horsham
Fife
Tamworth

Sandbach
Coventry
Fukuoka
New York
Inverness
W'sor-Chiswick
Sandbach
Sneek
Christchurch
Milton Keynes

1978
1979
1974
1979
1966
1964
1978
1978
1974
1980

Year

Time
2:30:27
2:35:05
2:37:56
2:44:43
2:45:09
2:45:40
2:47:57
2:50:17
2:50:45
2:50:48
2:50:54

Name
Joyce Smith
Carol Gould
Gillian Adams
Sue Morris
Gillian Burley
Leslie Watson
Kathryn Binns
Julie Barleycom
Alison Blake
Glynis Penny
Rosemary Harrold

Club
Barnet
Barnet
Aldershot
Birchfield
Cornwall
London 0
Sale
Crawley
Reading
Cambridge
Enfield

1980 UK TOP 3Ot(MEN)

1980 UK TOP 30 (WOMEN)

Time Name
2: II :22 Dave Cannon
2:11:47 John Graham
2:13:27 Chris Garforth
2:13:31 TrevorWright
2: 14:00 lan Thompson
2: 14:28 Dave Black
2: 14:29 Malcolm East
2: 15: 18 Andy Holden
2: 15:49 Brendan Foster
2: 16:04 Stan Curran

Time Name
2:3027 Joyce Smith
2:35:05 Carol Gould
2:37:56 Gill Adams
2:44:43 Sue Morris
2:45:09 Gillian Burley
2:45:40 Leslie Watson
250: 17 Julie Barleycom
2:50:45 Alison Blake
2:53: 15 Margaret Lockley
2:54:01 Ann King

2: 17:59 Norman Wilson
2: 17:59 Chris Stewart
2: 18: 12 Mike Longthom
2:18: 12 Paul Eales
2:18:14 AndyRobertson
2: 18: 17 Mike Critchley
2: 18:56 Hugh Jones
2: 18:56 Don Faircloth
2: 19:00 Barry Heath
2: 19:0I Alasdair Kean

Course
New York
New York
Tokyo
Tokyo
Auckland
Eugene
Eugene
New York
Eugene
West Berlin

Year
1980
1980

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1977

ClUb
Gateshead
Birchfield
Gateshead
Wolverhampton & Bilston
Luton
Tamworth
Ranelagh
Tipton
Gateshead
Salford
Duncairn
Falkirk
Portsmouth
Cambridge
Salisbury
Airedale & Spen Valley
Tipton
Invicta
Bolton
Tipton
Army/Thames Valley
Bournemouth
Airedale & Spen Valley
Windsor, Slough & Eton
Army/Harrogate
Bolton
Ranelagh
Croydon
Royal Navy
Derby & County

2:52: 53 Lyn Billington
2:55:38 Veronique Marot
2:58:05 Ann Bland
2:59:32 Mary Chambers
3:01:25 Pat Day
3:02:59 Jackie Hulbert
3:03:58 Caroline Rodqers
3:04: 13 Sally McDiarmid
3:04:29 Lydia Kirk
3:05:59 Maureen Griffith
3:08: 15 Rosemary Wright
3:08:26 Yvonne Miles
3:08:47 Frances Mudway
3:08:53 Jenny Pearson
3: 10:08 Bridget Cushen
3: 10:30 Elaine PoppleweU
311:00 Eileen Bartlett
3: 12: 19 Pauline Haworth
3: 13:49 Rosalind Paul
3: 14:32 Anne Frew

Course
Tokyo
New York
New York
Essonne
Sandbach
New York
Sandbach
Harlow
Cornwall
New York
Rugby

Year

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1979
1980
1980
1979
1978

Hounslow
York University
Kendal
Blaydon
Lakeland
RAF/Cardiff
Highgate
Durham University
Winchester
Epsom

LONDON MARATHON
OFFICIAL 1981 COVER
Most people will have heard or seen of the great New York Marathon which last year
attracted 14,000 runners. This year on 29th March, London IS having Its own
Marathon and 7,500 runners will be on the streets. (20,000 applied to run l )
..
We are proud to announce that we have been licensed to produce the offiCial
souvenir cover commemorating this remarkable event. Covers. speCially
postmarked with a commemorative datestamp on the 28th March are available for
£1 (inc. P&P in the UK) and a limited number of signed covers Will be available at a
later date for £2.50 each.
DON'T DELAY - ORDER ~OWI
ORDER FORM
To J.R. Productions, PO Box 41, Pinner, Middlesex HA5 3JT.
Please send.

~

. covers at £1 each (inc. P&P)

I enclose a cheque/postal order £ .
Please tick if you also wish for details of signed covers

PRODUCTIONS

0

Name.

.. ..........

Address .

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Registered OHice: Parkville House, 8 Red Lion Parade, Pinner, Middlesex.

MOP

!:! ~~":
POST FREE smVICE
BY FIRST CLASS POST

25 THE PARADE, BOURNE END, BUCKS.
Tel: Bourne End 28991
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

I

NIKE

VIGA

PUMA
ADIDAS

SPIKES
4·5':' £12.35 6·13
ADIOAS INTERVAL 11
6·12
NIKE VArNQUEUR
5·51JJ £26.25 6·11'h
N1KE UNIVERSE
NIKE FLY
4·5'12 £15.456-11
PUMA HURRICANE
4-5';' £10.80
KAAHU LASER
TRAINERS
3-5'12 £9.906-12
NIKE OCEAN lA
6-12
NIKE LDV 11
NIKE TAILWIND
6-12
LE COO VARIO$PEEO
5·5%
£20.85
~:~~
PUMA FAST RIDER
KAAHU SUPER GREEN 3·5';' £18956-12
3-5';' £18:956-12
KAAHU CHAMPION
&-12
ADIOAS TRXTAAINING
&-12
AOIOAS MARATHON TRAINING

ti ~

BROOKS
KARHU

NIKEElITE
PUMA SuPERSONIC
KARHU KEVLAR
LE COO APPOlLO
Personal StIoppers Welcome
$hoes: stale size and enclose fOOl outline
Clolhing: give second choice colour

6-'2
6-12
6-11
6-12
6-12

TIGER

,r

CLOTHING

£30.25 (£33.99)
£17.75 (£19.99)

Po. BARGAIN AT £3.35 OR £6.35 FOR 2 PAIR
BULLET 2. Red IG::>Id , Sky/Navy. Red ,'White, BlackfWhlle

~~;::~ ~g~:~~ ~~~~%~~~nAf£j\~~R ££7. 15 FOR 2 PAIR

t-'J>S

-\().-0\ ~ #

C

*-\JJ

TRACK KING 11 SHORTS. Green IYellow. Red/Black..

£11.50 (£12.99) Sk.yiNavy, Black.IWhlle.I,Vhile/Red 26/2B. 30/32. 34/36.
£24.75 (£.27.99) 38/40 A BARGAIN AT£2,99 or £5,00 FOA2PAIA
£32.50 (£37.99) KARHU AAINSUITS. Royal. Red S. M & L £23.50

g~:~~ 19~:~~~

WARNER GOLD

S~AINT BRAS AND PANTS

£5.95
£4.95

£21.65 (£22.95) S'aS 1ze32M.L . .)4$.M,L.36S.M.l.38M
£21.65 (£22.95) Pa'1!s S leS . •...4. L
£17.35 1£19.50) VIGA TUBE SOCKS
£22.20 (£24.99)
..£23.50
£19.45
£25.50
£19.25
£19.99

(£27.991
(£22.50)
(£26.951
(£21.751
(£22.99)

~

,

£14.20 (£15.99) VIGA VEST~ AND SHOATS
£32.25 (£36.99) BUlLET1."Gfeer. Re::f.Gold. 8lnck. Sky. Royal S,M&l

ROAD RACERS

AOIOA$ TAX COMP.

WOlverhampton & Bilston
Bournemouth
Chester
Sheffield
Mitcham
Invicta
Plymouth
Keswick
Hermes
London Hash House

~_._---

THE CHURCHILL CENTRE
22 MONTAGU ST.,
LONDON W1 H 1T8
01·4029475

[ Sport tOdaYj
Club
Barnet
Barnet
Aldershot, Farnham & District
Birchfield
Duchy of Cornwall
London Olympiades
Crawley
Aldershot, Farnham & District
VerIea
West Cornwall

UNIQUE SOUVENIR for £1 !

We train men and women to relieve effects of
stress and tension with MASSAGE,Also various
forms of physical therapy, acupressure,
electrical treatments, vacuum suction,
infra,red, mechanical massage,
Evening/weekend courses for recognised ITEC
international certificate. Qualifies you to work
in sports/health centres, clubs or privately with
family/friends/clients,
Why not come with your husband/wife/
colleague or friends? ,
10% discount for all courses for two or more
people booking together on production of this
advertisement.
Courses by arrangement for coaches, clubs,
groups,
Details:

ALL-TIME UK WOMEN (sub 2:51)

Time
2:09:12
2:09:28
2:10:48
2:10:51
2:11:22
2:11:47
2:12:04
2:12:19
2:12:32
2:12:33

2: 16:0:I John McLaughlin
2: 16:07 Jim Dingwall
2:16 16 John Cain
2:16:43 BarryWatson
2:16:51IanRay
2: 16:51 Colin Taylor
2: 16:56 Brian Cole
2: 17:23 Mike Gratton
2: 17:44 Alan McGee
2: 17:52 Bob Cytlau

SPORTS MASSAGE
FOR IMPROVED
PERFORMANCE
EFFICIENCY, RELIEF
OF FATIGUE.

ANKLE £1.20

LONG £1.30

--,

JUNIOR CORNER
TRACKSUIT BARGAIN
LE COO SPORTIF SPARTA.
too% Nylon
Tapered trousers with zipped pockef.

Sizes: 4'6" -5',.· Only £8.95
Colours: Sky/Navy, Green/Navy. Navy.

To mark. this OCCJsK>n, all advertised prices
are reduced by 5%

We would like to wish the Gillette London Marathon 1981, its
organizing committee, officials, competitors and spectators a truly
memorable day. And may there be many more.

~\}Y

\

LONDON'S LEADING
RUNNER'S STORE

No 1.

R

~

FOR ALL YOUR GEAR

A RANGE OF SHOES
TO SATISFY RUNNERS FROM
INTERNATIONAL ATHLETES TO
\ SUNDAY MORNING JOGGERS

~.

PLUS

TRACKSUITS, SINGLETS,
SHORTS, SOCKS AND
ALL ACCESSORIES

K.G. SPORTS LTO
THE CATFORD CENTRE
28/29 WINSLADE WAY
LONDON SE6 4JV

Tel. 01·690 7324

If you stray off course why nol pop in and see us. Our great shoe range
& prices will take the pain from your face and put a smile on your feet.

compiled by Roger Gynn and John Walsh
50
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~!'
~.
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Hope to see you at our stand in the STRAND PALACE HOTEL. While you're there don't
forget to pick up our new Catalogue on running gear, and if you're in too much of a hurry then
give us a ring and we'll pop one in the post.
We'll be stocking a complete range of specialist marathon equipment on our stand,
and if we haven't got what you need, then we will endeavour to get it from
our shop by the next day.

DON SHELLEY:
National Marathon Coach

The Sweat Shop Limited, The Causeway, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 OHE Telephone 01-943 0239

We are a luxury Squash and Health Club with eight air-conditioned courts
and a fully equipped gymnasium in Central London.
Our General Manager is John Easter, World ranked Squash professional
and we can arrange coaching to every standard with full league and competitive programmes available from beginners upwards.
Our luxurious members-only bar/restaurant offers a most efficient service
seven days of the week plus a full programme of social events. We are
ideally located at the eastern edge of the City and we have a full range of
memberships starting at £26 per annum.
City Squash,
654 Greenfield Rd.,
London E.I.

Call in or ring for further details

Tel: 01-2476867 or 247 6701
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Why RUN AROUND looking when

EALING SPORTS CENTRE
have such a super selection of
SPORTS FOOTWEAR, CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT

,
EALING SPORTS CENTRE
7THE MALL, W5 (01-5796536)
.

(2 mins Ealing Broadway Stn,)

'
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THE SOX COME FREE
WHEN YOU PRESENTTHIS
COUPON AT
EALING SPORTS CENTRE

AND PURCHASE YOUR
RUNNING/JOGGING
SHOES
Name.

Address

.

o

Club (if any)..

Garments printed on premises
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CLUB ENQUIRIES WELCOME

VALID: MARCH, APRIL, MAY '81.
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The British Amateur Athletic Board last year
appointed its first National Marathon Coach
to take his place alongside the other specialist distance event coaches under the direction of the Endurance Group Director. The
man chosen was Don Shelley, 44, an international marathon runner in his day and
more recently National Marathon Organiser
and Secretary of the British Marathon
Runners Club.
His appointment runs for the period 19801982, which is a crucial time in Britain's preparation for the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics
when it will be necessary for our men - and
women at last! - to erase the unpleasant
memory of three "dnf's in Moscow.
Shelley's stated aims for the short term are to
produce a winning team for the inal.!~ral
European Cup race to be held in ,Agen,
France in September and to see two ·British
men run faster than 2:10 and at least another
four get inside 2: 12 during 1981.
On the women's side, he aims to encourage more of the top-ranking distance runners to try the marathon. "We're lacking in
depth on the women's side," he says, "and I
still have some reservations about whether
the shorter distance girls will be capable of
training hard enough to match the performances of specialists such as Joyce Smith,
Carol Gould and Gill Adams." But it's clear
that to match developments elsewhere, we
need to attract the faster women and adapt
them to greater training loads.
The people with whom he works most
closely are the members of the National
Squads (listed below, with their vital statistics: how .do you compare?) but since
quitting top-line running Don has coached a
number of successful runners (Norman Deakin, Ian Ray, David Black) as well as acting as

__'__ _'__

coach-by-correspondence to the many firsttime and would-be marathoners who, lured
by the mystique of the event, write to him
seeking advice. He does still turn out in
races, but spends even more time organising events such as the North Staffs 20 and
the popular Sandbach Marathon. His main
functions as National Coach will be to:
1. Prepare the content of and direct the programme for the Marathon section of the

National Marathon Squads 1981
Men
Dave Black
John Cain
Dave Cannon
Stan Curran
Jim Dingwall
Bernie Ford
Chris Garforth
John Graham
Andy Holden
John McLaughlin
lan Ray
Colin Taylor
lan Thompson
Trevor Wright
Women
Gill Adams
Julie Barleycom
Kathryn Binns
Glllian Burley
Carol Gould
Sue Hassan/
Morris
Joyee Smith
Leslie Watson

Best
time
214:28
2:16:16
2:1122
2:14:45
2:13:58
210:51
2:13:27
2:1147
2:15:18
2:15:43
2:16:04
IOY2 2: 15: 15
5 6 2:09: 12
57 2:12:32

Age
28
34
30
33
31
28
30
24
32
29
23
31
31
34

stlb
107
99
108
97
912
97
il 7
104
102
70
108
100 5
96
810

25
25
23
24
36

88
57 2:37:55
79
52 2:50:17
72 54Yz 2:4757
99
59 2:45:09
100 59Y2 2:3504

24
43
33

8 I 57Y2 2:44:42
56 2:30:27
82
80
54 2:45:40

ftin
60
58
60
59
510
5 10
6I
511
5 10
53
59

~

Don Shelley (91) nmning with jim Hogan
g;: (113), Jim Alder (213)
~ and (on Alder's
g shoulder) Ron Hill In
~ the 19~6 Windsor to
~
Chiswick Marathon

BAAB's Senior Coaches' Education
Course
2. Suggest nominations for National Squads
and international competition
3. Organise training weekends, courses etc.
4. Advise coaches, athletes and the Endurance Group Director on training and
competition
5. Prepare annual. performance analyses
based on training and results
Shelley's full-time job is as a licensed
stocktaker with a leisure group in Stoke-onTrent, near his home town of Stone, which is
famous for taking a lead in the Bri~ish running
revolution thanks to Stone Jogging Club
(which he helped found in the early
seventies) and Stone Master Marathoners
(details elsewhere in this Programme). Don's
Managing Director is sympathetic to his
other job: he completed his first marathon
last year at the age of 39 in 2:38:39. National
Squad material perhaps, with a bit of rankpulling?!
Shelley graduated through all the levels of
athletics from West Midlands Schools Cross
Country and Mile Champion, through to
international vests on the road. A contemporary of his was another of the new athleteturned-administrator breed, David Shaw,
now General Secretary of the BAAB.
The performances that gave Shelley most
pleasure in his long career were his pb
1:39:25 when finishing second in the Inter
Counties 20 mile race; beating the then
marathon world "record" holder, Buddy
Edelen, in the Mitcham 25km; and running a
fastest stage in the now discontinued
London-Brighton relay, ahead of Basil
Heatley and Martin Hyman. His best 10 miles
time was 49:10 and he ran 2:21:38 for the
marathon. 0
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NORTH
lim Alder
6 Manchester Street
Morpeth 55227

Running shops

_E

RunningWUd
148/150 Market Street
Hyde
061-3688008

Sportak Ltd
Big Brown Sports
The Challenge Precinct 25 Hammerton Street
Burn1ey 36816
Eccleshall Road
Greystones
The Sporting Foot
Sheffield 663825
51 New Briggate
Leeds 460279
Bolton Bros

KNIGHT SPORTS

~

THE LEADING ATHLETICS SHOP IN

~SSEX AND EAST LONDON

~

__ ~ KARHU .Pp.a.bok}

~~IIOOHS
79 Old Church Road, Chingford, London E4

Q.c.d
Stockists of

01·529 2693
PERSONAL CALLERS ALWAYS WELCOME

-~Win Your Marathon
in Custom Pdnted
Garments
FREE BROCHURE

SPORTS
68996

NEW BALANCE· INTER· GOLA

TRAINERS AND TRACKSUITS

POIIIIHAIII
The COMPLETE SPORTS OUTFITTERS

Specialists in athletics footwear and clothing.
Mail order enquiries welcome.

Sportseare & Fitness
46 Manchester Road
Denton
061-3361819

Ken Brease Sports &

Sportseare & Fitness
2 Queen's Walk
The Precinct
Droylsden
061-301 2626
Sportseare & Fitness
39a Melbourne Street
Stallybridge
061-338 2480

Leisure

17 SWANLEY CENTRE, KENT

PhoneSWAN LEY

"Repairs"
19 Gosforth Centre
Gosforth
Newcastle 846512

-~..
Win Your Marathon
in Custom Printed
Garments
FREE BROCHURE

94 LONDON ROAD, LEICESTER Tel: (0533) 556606

STONE MASTER MARATHONERS

The GuardJan Centre
Centenary Market
Rotherham 76918
Colson Bros
14 Rochdale Road
Middleton
061-643 9386
Richard Rut Sports
148 Infirmary Road
Sheffield 731413
T Lonergan Sports
RydalBank
Wilton Road
lIkley 601581

The Sportslocker
18 Corporation Street

Bolton 386202 day/
655566 mght
SportBgear

34 Rose Lane
Liverpool 18
051-7245227

MIDLANDS
Richard Men Sports
7-8 The Friary
Grosvenor Centre
Northampton 39824
Bourne Sports
36/42 Church Street
Stoke 410411
RarrierSports
1St Johns
Worcester 427601
AIan Ropkins Sports
784 Bristol Road
Selly Oak
021-472 5775
Peter Sports
18 Mealcheapen Street
Worcester 29255
Sportsmart (Leicester)
Ltd
94 London Road
Leicester 556506
tntrasport
The Square
Newport 813918

WALES &
WEST
David Kay Sports
2 Waring House
RedcJiffe Hill
Bristol 211060
Reg Owen Sports
30 Purn Road
Bleadon Hill
Weston-Super-Mare
813346
Phoenix Sports
5 Heol-y-Devi Rhiwbina
Cardiff 691158
Bernie Plain Sports
6 Four Elms Road
Roath
Cardiff 492520

ACD Sports
17 Swanley Centre
Swanley 68996

B K Leisure and SporU
51 High Street
Stevenage 50941

Centresport
Crystal Palace
National Sports Centre
251 Highters Heath Lane London SEI9
01-7780896
021-430 8445

KARHU

NIKE

FREE POSTAGE
MARATHON 3-12 (No. 6, 6'12, 7'12,8,9)
KEVLAR
AZTEC 7-12
SILVER HAWK 6-11 '12
SUPER VILLANOVA 6-11 '12
ELITE 7·11
Please send foot outline. cheques or PO
251 Hi9hters Heath Lane,
Birmingham B14 4NX.
Tel. 021 430 8445 (shop)
021 772 2766 (home eve.)

£15.00
£22.50
£20.20
£14.99
£18.99
£24.90

I~

WOODRUFF & SON

NORTH KENT'S LEADING SPORTS SUPPLIERS
FOR
HOME EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, KEEP FIT WEAR, TRACKSUITS
& TRAINING SHOES
BEXLEYHEATH
245 BROADWAY
SIDCUP
67 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON
75 THE WALNUTS
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YOUR STOCKIST FOR

Need

running shoes?

We can supply the following road racing shoes in 24 hours if you use a credit card
when you telephone your order. Postal orders dealt with equally as promptly.
Adiclas Marathon 80, the latest shoes with good inner support and unique rear
spoiler to absorb road shock. Size 5-12 (£36.25). Our price £31.99.
TRX Comp, average weight 80•. A very comfortable, well cushioned shoe. Sizes S13 (£21.75). Our price £18.99.
New Balance Comp 100. Sizes 7-11. 2 width fittings. Price £26.9S.
Nike Elite, a perennial favourite. Well cushioned, very Dexible. Sizes 6-12 (£27.99).
Our price £23.99.

1981 CATALOGUE
Send now for the most up to date illustrated catalogue of
running equipment. Available from Flintbarn Ltd., the south of
England's leading athletics specialists. 43 different shoes, 13
new in 1981, NEW BALANCE, KARHU, NIKE, BROOKS,
REEBOK, TIGER and INTER. Plus complete range of clothing,
accessories and books.
FLINTBARN LTO. PO BOX 25, STEVENAGE, HERTS. SG2 8BH
CALLERS: 4S WEDGEWOOD WAY, STEVENAGE, HERTS.
Tel 0438-69461/2 24HR ANSWERPHONE

Cobra Sports
110 Westbourne Grove
London W2
01-2213733

Gymnuium
112 Great Russell Street
London WC]
01-6363585

Alan

Deane Sports
36 Market Street
Maidenhead 32851

Bales
29 Kingston Road
South Wimbledon
London SW19
01-5422073

Ealing Sports Centre
7 The Mall
Ealing
London W5
01-5796536

Rickard FUby Sports
10 St George's Walk
Croydon
01-6888291
I1intharn Ltd
46 Wedgewood Way
Stevenage 69461/2

Raysport Leisure
40 High Street
Princes Risborough 4813

WORCESTER 29255

MERSEY MARATHONERS

Suppliers of top quality Britishmade tracksuits
NEW 'SHINY' FABRIC NOW
AVAILABLE
MATT AND SHINY COLOURS
ORDER: MIN. 15 SUITS
SUIT YOUR OWN STYLE
WRITE OR PHONE
PETROS SPORTS, WESTLEIGH,
TIVERTON, DEVON (0823) 672005

BROOKS, WALSH

The Road Runners Club was
fOlUlded in 1952 to encourage
running and in particular long distance running of ten miles and
over.
The aim of the RRC is to bring
together all those interested in
long distance rulUling, to serve
their interests and to act as a forum
for all enthusiasts.
SUBSCRIPTION: The minimum subscription is £1 per annum, payable
on 1st January of each year. Upon
joining the RRC every member is
allotted a number.
MEMBERSHIP: Confined to amateur
athletes, both men and women,
who are members of clubs affiliated to the AAA or W AAA. The
direct benefits which members
receive include the NEWSLETI'ER.
This is a magazine which is published three times a year and
reports upon the activities of the
RRC and covers road running the
world over.
Every year a summary of results,
current records and review of
road rurming is published. All
members receive a FIXTURE LIST of
road races of ten miles and over.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE: The Association has effected a Group Acci·
dent Insurance for all members in
the event of death, injury and loss
of earnings resulting from an accident while training or racing in the
United Kingdom.
RRC EVENTS: An annual Marathon

Championship is held for members. In recent years this has been
incorporated with Milton Keynes
International Marathon which is
organised by the RRC in conjlUlction with the British Marathon
Runners Club. The famous
London to Brighton race is held at
the end of September each year.
A long distance track race is organised each autumn and these
races have resulted in many world
records and best perfonnances.
Other events are organised in
various parts of the COlUltry by
local representatives of the RRC,
of which there is one in almost
every county.
The British Marathon Runners
Club was fonned in January 1978
with the following three objectives:
1 To raise the standard of British
Marathon ruIming.
2 To improve the knowledge of
coaches and runners.
3 To ensure that full advantage is
taken of the international competition offered by other cOlUltries.
MEMBERSHIP is open to:
1 Males who have bettered 2hrs
30mins for the Marathon and females who have bettered 3hrs
10mins.
2 Coaches who have at least obtained the BAAB Club Coach
Award or who coach International
Marathon runners.
3 Individuals who have special

Tonchwood Sport8
107 St Aldates
Oxford 726220
Wisdom Sports Ltd
103 South Road
Haywards Heath 51370
Woodruff & Sons

Four Sport
83 Lynchford Road
Farnborough 43146

FOR

FREE RUNNER'S T-SHIRT
(WORTH £3.25) WITH ANY
PAIR OF RW 5 STAR SHOES.
34, ROSE LANE, LIVERPOOL

The Sweatshop
10 The Causeway
Teddington
01-9430239

Knights Sports Ltd
79 Old Church Road
Chingford
London E 14
01-6292693

18 Mealcheapen St.

NIKE, N. BALANCE,

1 Salter & Sons
25 High 5treet
Aldershot 20692

Saper Sports
15 Westgate Centre
Oxford 48054

KG Sports
29 Winslade Way
Catford
London SE6
01-6907324

PETROS SPORTS

The Midlands largest range of
footwear etc. by:
NIKE, NEW BALANCE, BROOKS,
KARHU and REEBOK

Rolph Sports
7 New Street
Braintree 28511

Sport Today
26 The Parade
Bourne End 28991

Kim's Sports
6 Wellington Way
Waterlooville 4210

SPORTSGEAR

ROAD RUNNING ORGANISATIONS

WARSTOCK SPORTS & LEISURE

Reigate Sports
19 Church Street
Reigate 40991

peter sport

Specialist Runners & Racquets

Sapientia arque levitas
The only veteran marathon club in the world, SMM is a fastgrowing national club. The 1981 fixture list includes LONDON,
PARIS, SANDBACH, THE FLYING FOX, AND MARATHON/
ATHENS. Sport, fellowship, coaching and travel for men over 35
and women over 30. Suitable for novices or experienced athletes
living in UK or overseas. Details from Terry Darlington, Captain,
The Radfords, Stone, Staffordshire STl5 8DJ.
Tel: Stone (0785) 814120.

G M Sports & Leisure
91/93 Church Street
Crowthorne 77411

Fair Play Sports
194 Kingstone Road
Ewell
01-3942874

LONDON &
SOUTH

W ustock Sports

Cobra Sports Shoes
394 Kings Road .
London SWlO
01-3523995

qualities that will benefit the Club.
SUBSCRlPTlON: £2.00 per year due on
April 1st.
ACTIVITIES: The BMRC. through
the auspices of its Area Secretaries, organises one day training/
coaching sessions which are open
to non-members as well.
The BMRC also promotes seminars which help prospective
coaches to gain the infonnation
necessary to sit the examinations
for the BAAB Coaching Awards.
The Club keeps in close contact
with the British Amateur Athletic
Board giving them advice with
regard to selection, suitable
fixtures and technical developments.
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP: Runners
get 30% off Reebok shoes.
The Scottish Marathon Club was
fonned with the following objectives:
To foster and promote long distance running and races up to the
Marathon distance and to endeavour to promote a Scottish Marathe Championship.
MEMBERSHIP: open to any Amateur
rulUler.
ANNUAL SUBSCRlPTlON: £ 1.50 payable
on April 1st.
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP: Each
member receives an annual
fixture list which gives details of
road races in Scotland.
ACTIVITlES: The Club incorporates
a Championship with selected
races which rangE:! from 12 miles

245 Broadway
Bexleyheath
01-303 1184

PACEMAKER
SPORTS
Specialist shoe stockist
NOTTINGHAM: 9 Bridtesm~h Gate
DERBY: 11-13 Audley Centre
LEICESTER: 2 Humberstone Mall
BLACKPOOl: 37-39 Waterloo Rd.
SHREWSBURY: 33-37 The Strand Riverside
Centre
and opening soon:
CHAPEL·EN·LE·FRITH.

to the marathon. Members are
also able to gain Standard Certificates for performances achieved
in these races.

DIRECTORY
OF ORGANISATIONS
Amateur Athletic Association/British
Amateur Athletic Board Francis House,
Francis Street, London SW 1P IDL (01-828
9326 - AAA, 01-8288370 - BAAB)
Midland ConntieB AAA Devonshire
House, High Street. Deritend, Birmingham
B12 OLP (021-773 1631)
Northern Connties AAA Studio 44.
Bluecoat Chambers, School Lane.
Liverpool LI 3BR (051-708 9363)
Southern Counties AAA Francis House,

Francis Street, London SWIP 10L (01-828
9326)
Scottish AAA 16 Royal Crescent, Glasgow
G37SL
Welsh AAA Winterbourne. Greenway

Close, Llandough. Penart, S, Glamorgan
British Marathon'll.unners Club Terry
Lewins, 13 Albany Road, Old Windsor,
Berkshire (Windsor 62527)
Road Runners Club P Ooodsell, 10
Honywood Road, Colchester. Essex C03
4AS (0206 74637)
Scottish Marathon Club John 50ftley, 8
Craiy Road, Glaogow 044 3DR (041-633
2236)
Splridon Club of Great Britain Jim Mouat,
lO Maple Rise. Marlow, Bucks (06284
74767)
National Marathon Coach Don Shelley.
22 Mount Avenue, Stone, Staffs STl5 8HU
(0785 814346)
Scottish Marathon Organiser Donald
Macgregor, 16 Carron Place, St. Andrews.
Fife KY16 8Q (0334 74282)
Welsh Marathon Organiser Mike

Rowland. 63 Christchurch Road. Newport,
Gwent, S Wales NPT 7SP (0633 55021)
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Marathon Week Events
The Running Trade Exhibition takes place in the Marathon
Operation§ Centre, the Strand Palace Hotel on the Strand, WCI.
During registration hours, 11am to 7pm, Wednesday 26 to Saturday
28 March runners can visit the following stands:
1 Athlete's World
The leading athletics monthly magazine incorporates Marathon
.Runner and Veteris. It covers all aspects of the athletics scene from
health conscious jogging through club events to Olympic
competition and from all ages between youths and juniors to
veteran athletes.
Peterson Publishing Co. Ltd.. Peterson House, Northbank, Berryhill Industrial Estate,
Worcs WR9 9BL.

2 Gillette Industries Ltd
The overall sponsors of the Marathon. Their Papermate division are
offering for sale a special Papelmate Marathon Pen at £1.39.

specially designed item, postmarked with a pictorial datestamp to
commemorate this remarkable sporting occasion.
PO Box 41. Pinner, Middx HAS 3jT

19 Cobra Sports
London's only sports shoe specialist, Cobra carries a massive
range including Brooks, New Balance, Nike, Adidas, Karhu,
Reebok and Tiger. Shoes are important and our knowledgeable,
enthusiastic staff are here to help.
394 Kings Road. Chelsea. London SW IQ

22 Running Magazine
Publishers of the Official Programme for the London Marathon and
the Official Results and Report of the race. Order your copy at the
stand and inspect our wide range of books and accessories.
Vince Regan's SpOrts Locker
Displaying the full range of Reebok shoes

3 Lillywhites Cantabrian
Order your commemorative medallion in advance here: after the
race it will be engraved with your name and time.

235 Southwark Bridge Road, London SE 1 6NN

26 Ceramic Art Treasures Ltd
Commemorative framed ceramic plaques for competitors, officials
and the public from £2 to £6.

5 Great British T-shirt Co.
Buy here two specially designed official Marathon garments: an
American T-shirt with a full chest design and a V-neck sweat shirt
with a left breast design.

27 Fleetfoot Ltd
The full range of New Balance shoes

zaibon, 40 Cheltenham Place, Brighton. Sussex BNI 4AB

26 St George's Quay, Lancaster LAl IRD

6 Pickering Associates
A group of designers who are currently working on graphic
designs such as posters and postcards and also a number of
projects including children's toys and furniture.

Also at the Strand Palace, you will be able to visit the London Roacl
Runners Club Hospitality Desk for information on running in
London, including where to eat, run, meet fellow runners, get
medical treatment etc, plus full details of the LRRC Coaching
Clinics; a BritiSh Airways desk for the benefit of overseas
runners; and the British Rail kiosk selling tickets (SOp) for the
Sunday morning trains to Greenwich.

Conway Lee Decorations, Pickering Associates, 3S Mount Pleasant Crescent. London N4.

7 National Action Sports Show
May 13-17 at the National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham. A great
sporting spectacular. Demonstrations, events covering over 30
sports. Trade stands.
RWB Exhibitions Ltd., 1781202 Great Portland Street, London WIN 6NH

10/11 The Sweat Shop
A comprehensive range of running gear
The Causeway. Teddington, Middlesex

12 Berkshire China Co Ltd
A specialist china decorating company from the heart of the
English Potteries have produced four unique souvenirs for the first
London Marathon - a commemorative plate, coaster and two
mugs.
298 King Street. Fenton. Stoke on Trent, Stafls ST4 3EN

13 Browning Sports UK
The sole UK distributors for Brooks, the five star running shoes
from America. In open competition against the best shoes
Germany and Japan have to offer, Brooks came out top, capturing
five out of the 11 five star ratings from Runner's World.
37 Milton Trading Estate. Milton, Nr Abingdon, Oxon OXI4 4RT

14/15 Ron Hill Sports
Running Wild - Europe's leading specialist mail order service
operated by marathon runners. All brands of running shoes,
clothing and accessories are available by post (catalogue available)
or from our shop in Market Street, Hyde.

7 Elm Grove, Worthing, Sussex

Rybume Mill, Hanson Lane. Halifax, West Yorks HXl SSE

17 Bourne Sports
A wide range of athletics equipment
36-42 Church Street. Stoke on Trent, Stafls ST4 1DJ

18 JR Productions
Suppliers of the Official Souvenir Philatelic Cover - a high class,
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MUG

An Earthenware mug depicting the London Marathon
Symbol (famous London landmarks) - black design encircling
white mug. £1.75 each £5.50 family pack of 4

o

GILLETTE LONDON MARATHON

RUNNING SHORTS
ONLY £ 4.95 Inc. P&P
o Royal with Red & White trim.
o White with Navy & Red trim.
o Black with Red & Gold trim.
o Red with White & Black trim.

An English Bone China mug depicting the famous
London landmarks Symbol - black design encircling white
mug with 'LONDON MARATHON' inscription. Real gold on rim and
handle. £2.75 each £9.00 family pack of 4

Energy Records have released London Marathon (Keep on
Running) , a 45rpm disc, as the Official Marathon theme_ It's the
Spencer Davis sixties hit with lyrics rewritten for the Marathon.
It's available at all record shops on the Energy label, licensed
through Polydor Records, or you can purchase the clisc at the
Running Magazine stand at the Exhibition.

Diary for the week
Thu 26
Fri 27
Sat 28

Sun 29

llam . 7pm: Registration and Exhibition
Evening: Coaching Clinic with guest speakers*
llam - 7pm: Registration and Exhibition
Evening: Coaching Clinic with guest speakers*
llam - 7pm: Registration and Exhibition
5 - 9pm: Pasta Supper, Royal Lancaster Hotel, W2.
Marathon entrants only. Further details on registration.
Bedtime: Wind clocks on one hour for BST
6.45 - 8. lOam: Train departures for Greenwich from
Charing Cross BR
8.45am: Runners check-in deadline, Greenwich Park
CSt Mary's Gate)
9am: Race Start
Evening: Prizegiving Ceremony at Grosvenor House
Hotel, Park Lane, Wl

Available in a range of high visibility colours

COASTER An English Bone China circular tray (c. 4W'
dial depicting the London Marathon Bulldog Mascot in full
colour with 'LONDON MARATHON' inscription. Real gold on rim.
£2.25 each £7.00 family pack of 4

NAME

PLATE

ADDRESS

An English Bone China commemorative plate (c.

()()O

o

MUG

Sizes 128\301321341361
Please indicate size and colour reqUired.

_
_

6" dial depicting the London Marathon Bulldog Mascot in full

colour with 'LONDON MARATrlON' inscription. Real gold on inner
and outer rims. £2.75 each £9.00 family pack of 4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T E L . - - - - - -

All enquiries welcome to the above address

Cheque or postal order to:SKI SERVICE LONDON LIMITED
26 Gaskarth Road, London, SW12 9NL

Prices include post and packing costs within the UK.

The Marathon Record

OFFICIAL 1981
MARATHON SHIRTS
® BULLDOG £6.00
Left breast design
on V-Neck Sweatshirts only
Multi colour print

LONDON MARATHON 1981

® MAP OF RACE CIRCUIT
Full chest design on

~~::i~~:~~ft~le

.'.l'~ T"." , .
-v';,,,

-,

~~ r:; ~ ~1~
~~M1;

T-Shirts
Multi colour print

TOP QUALITY 100%
LAMBSWOOL SWEATERS
MADE IN ENGLAND
INCORPORATING A
FINELY EMBROIDERED
COMMEMORATIVE
MOTIF OF THE LONDON
MARATHON
AVAILABLE IN:
RED
NAVY
BLACK
CHEST SIZES:
36" 38" 40" 42" 44"
£15-50 each

& LANDMARKS ~).\ .~
£3 • 00
~:~- '-~#I...-=y;:_~,.~~ c ""~~:. '

*Detai1s from the LRRC Hospitality Desk (see above)

incl. P & P.

FULLY WOVEN 100% POLYESTER
COMMEMORATIVE NECKTIES
SHOWING FINELY WOVEN DETAILS
OF THE FAMOUS LONDON SKYLINE
£3-50 each incl. P & P.

vCt~ ~~~~.

AVAILABLE IN:

~;f"

CRAFTSMAN WOVEN IN YORKSHIRE ENGLAND

~t~

LONDON MARATHON 1981

2 Tower Street. Hyde. Cheshire.

16 Reliance Sportswear
Showing the full range of Nike and Viga athletics ranges. These
include a number of new Nike shoes such as the Mariah,
Internationalist, Yankee, Intrepid, Magnum and the Orienteer.

Berkshire China Co Ltd
298 King Street, Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire ST4 3EF

5-8 Lower John Street, London WI.

Great West Road, lsleworth, Middx TW7 SNP

Piccadilly Circus, London SW I Y 4QF

Berkshire China

THE GILLETTE LONDON MARATHON
POSTER - by post and at the event.

This merchandise will be available on the day of the race at
selected points along the route

From PICKERING ASSOCIATES
35 Mount Pleasant Crescent, London N4 4HP
£1.85 + 35p P& P
Cheques. Postal Orders payable to
PICKERING ASSOCIATES

Send p.o.lCheque made out to:
The Great British T-Shirt Co.

@ £6.00 + £1.25 p.p.jins.
® £3.00 + 60p p.p.jins.

Also available - Cartoon Postcards, Car Stickers

40 Cheltenham Place Brighton,Sussex, BNl4AB

NAVY. BROWN, GREEN, MAROON

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/P.O.

To: H. H. CALMON & CO LTD.
1, PARKWOOD STREET,
KEIGHLEY
WEST YORKSHIRE BD21 4QR

f

PLEASE INDICATE
REQUIREMENTS

Please include your name and address with coupon

S

M

L

XL

ITEM

NAME
ADDRESS

No.

COL.

SIZE

.
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1981 UK marathon diary
APRIL
Sun 19

Chippendale
Huddersfield

Sun 26

Cambridge

Weds 29

RAF
SwiDderby
Notts

Sat 18

Peter Chaplin
I Gunning Way
Cambridge

Vets and
ladies only

PE Officer
RAF Swinderby
Newark, Notts

Servicemen
and exservicemen
only

MAY
Sun 3

Mon4

Sun 10

Sat 16

Sun 17

Mon25

Coca-Cola
Jersey

Metro
Horsforth,
w. Yorks

AAA
Rugby

Isle of Wight

Kingswood
Festival
Bristol

Patrick Tobin
Gwylan
57 Don Farm
Route'des Quemerais
~f Brelade. Jersey

Sun 20

Sun 27

Liam Ball
5 Guildhall Street
Londonderry

Sat 24

Poly/
Goldenlay
Windsor

J E Micklewright
75 Sutton Road
Heston, Hounslow,
Middx

Sandbach

Sun 12

Sun 29

Men only

John Nolan
7 Kendal Place
Clayton
Newcastle, Staffs

60

Milton Keynes David Hildreth
RRC
Civic Offices
I Saxon Gate East
Central Milton
Keynes

Sandwell

Newcastleupon-Tyne

Newport,
Gwent

WY Dewing
18 Swaledale
Gardens
Newcastle-uponTyne NE7 7TD

Sopi,"," "q",

NIAAA
30 Kernan Park
Portadown
C Armagh, NI

Course records: 2:12:33 (Tony Simmons) 2:33:32 (Joyce Smith)
Time Umit 4 hours EnIIY IImil 600 starters

David Haywood
14 Whitehill Road
Brunsworth
Rotherham, S Yorks

Leicester
Charities
Marathon

Castles
Dover Street
Leicester

Aberdeen
"Milk"

Mel Edwards
7 Middleton Terrace
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen AB2 8HY

Cleveland

for their support which has enabled them 10 invite TOP BRITISH and FOREIGN runners to
compete in this year's race
ENTRY FORMS: send S.A.E. 10 John Nolan, 7 Kendal Place, Newcastle, Slafls. ST5 30T

SOUTH DOWNS ORIENTEERS PRESENT THE

FOR THE

3rd THREE FORTS MARATHON

RADIO FOYLE FESTIVAL MARATHON

"THE TOUGH ONE" on SUNDAY, JUNE 21st, 1981

BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY 25th MAY at 12 NOON
OPEN TO EVERYONE - ENTRY FEE £1.50
Send S.A.E. for entry form to Liam Ball, Marathon Run Co-Ordinator,
5 Guildhall St., Londonderry, BT48 6BJ Tel. (0504) 65151

26 miles 385 yards (3450' ascent) over Ihe South Downs on foolpaths (one circuit) from
Portslade Sports Cenfre (3 miles west of Bnghfon). Full support (e.g. 10 refreshmenlltlmlng
stations)
Entry form and defails (avaiiable early April) from: Richard.Cook. 34 Sharpthorne Crescent.
Portslade·by·sea, Sussex. (SAE please) ClOSing dale May 30th.

1981 MILTON KEYNES
INTERNATIONAL MARATHON
Saturday 4 July
3 lap course (same course as
1980 AAA's Centenary Marathon)
Start Finish and race H.Q. Stantonbury Leisure Centre, in the
north of Milton Keynes.

W A Sykes
Cleveland County
Marathon
PO Box 41
Middlesborough
Cleveland

Unigate
Jlarlow

SANDBACH ENGINEERING CO.
AVON COSMETICS

Men only
provisional
date

LONDON TO LONDONDERRY?

Rotherham
Yorks

The Organisers wish to Ihank their sponsors:-

1981

12.00 start. Fast course round Stone. Novices welcome, veteran
runners only. Good prizes for all classes, plus Berkshire and
Cash's souvenirs. Sponsored by BERKSHIRE CHINA _and
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
promoters STONE MASfER
MARATHONERS (AAA, WAAA laws). Details from Monica
Oar lington, Race Secretary, SMM, The Radfords, Stone,
Staffordshire ST15 801. TeI: Stone (0785) 814120.

Dave Fereday
Spridon
Trinity View
Caerleon, Gwent

NI AAA

I~CTOBER

(under AAA & WAAA rules)

SUNDAY 21st JUNE 1981, start 12.00 noon.

Run on the Redway cycle routes, therefore traffic free. After race
refreshments provided. Entry forms and further details from lan
Champion, 83 Fishponds Road, Tooting, London SW17 Tel. 01-672 0150

Tom Dradley
The Maples
Harlow, Essex

NORTH TYNESIDE
MARATHON
AND

PEOPLE'S MARATHON

SUNDAY 12TH JULY
Sponsored by Associated Dairies
A single, accurately measured, lap starting and fin.i~hing along Whl1ley Bay se.a~ront.
Prizes worth £dOO for AAA & WAAA marathon, certIfIcates and medals for all fl~ls~ers
in both races within 6 1/2 hours. People's Marathon open to everyone but 1,000 limIt on
entry.
Details and enlry forms Irom Gordon Chester, PRO, Town Hall, High Slreel Easl,
Wallsend, Tyne & Wear (Tel. 0632·627371).

NOVEMBER

JULY

North
Tyneside

SANDBACH MARATHON

Race Directors Terry Darlington, Don Shelley

OCTOBER

Radio Foyle
Festival
Londonderry

Sun 21

THIRD FLYING FOX MARATHON
BRITISH VETERAN MARATHON CHAMPIONSHIPS

Men only

John Symonds
Ryde HQ
37 Oakfield High St,
Ryde, Isle of Wight
P033 lE

CF Shields
21 Bogton Avenue
Glasgow G44

Colin Gemson
26 Beech Street
Lancaster

SEPTEMBER

Sun 11

Scottish AAA

Sun 12

Sat 22

PJ Forward
Leisure Services
Officer
Warmley House
Tower Road North
Warmley, Bristol

Sat 20

Sat 4

Sun 9

Sun 20 1

JUNE
Sat 13

PrestonMorecambe
"Milk"

AUGUST

Mon 31

Mr G Breakell
Horsfo"rth School
Lee Lane East
Horsforth, Leeds
LSI85RF
AAA
Francis House
Francis Street,
London SWI

Marathon Marketplace

Barrs Road
Cradley Heath
Warley W Mids

John Sawyer
Shieling
I Ashfield A venue
Skelmanthorpe
Huddersfield HD8 9B

Gordon Chester
PR Office
N Tyneside MBC
Town Hall
Wallsend
Tyne & Wear
Mick Lockwood
Haden Hill Leisure Centre

Barnsley

"Joggers" and

Dave Bennett
40 Newhill Road
Monk Bretton
Barnsley, W Yorks

ABERDEEN A.A.C.
PRESENT THE

SUNDAY APRIL 26th

CAMBRIDGE VETERANS AND LADIES
MARATHON

"Pe~ple's" marathons

MAY
Sun 3

Stockport
Joggers and
Walkers
Marathon

Brian Dowey
7 Grosvenor Road
Marple
Stockport, Cheshire

16 and over
accepted

Sun 10

The Second
People's
Marathon
Solihull

John Walker
III Cooks Lane,
Kingshurst B7 6NU

2:40 entry
limit
Entries
closed

Sponsored by BEACH VilLAS 01 Cambridge.
Organised by Cambridge & Coleridge A.C.
send SAE for emry forms to
Dr. Tony Churchill, Hemingtord Grey House, Hemingford Grey, Hunlingdon, Cambs.

m3RO~E'CESiIIlHAR'T'ES

JULY
Sun 12

A People's
Marathon
Whitley Bay

As for North
Tyneside
Marathon (above)

2:55 entry
limit

Masters and
Maidens
Guildford

4- \.~<")~

:..r.

L'
"""",r;,,,,YI

OCTOBER
Sun 11

~

Roger Smith
14 Amberwood Rise
New Maiden
Surrey

3:00 entry
limit (men
20-40)
All othersno restriction

>-~'
>: To be held In Leicester on
~

-'

Sunday 20th September
1981 at 11 am
;" .

Organised and supported by the Leicestershire & Rutland AAA and
..
the Leicester Contanlan.Athlelics Club
In aid of the International Year of the Disabled and other Chanties
Details from Castles, Dover Street, Leicester

ABERDEEN ~~fATHON

(Sponsored by the Aberdeen & District Milk Marketing Board)
on Sunday September 271h 1981
Starting at 12.3Opm from the University Playing Fields, Balgownie Road, Bridge of Don,
Aberdeen.
Fees £1 (individual) No team fee (3 to count)
Mate and lemale enlries - Close 7 sap!.
EntIY forms from:
Met Edwards, 7 Middieton Terrace, Bridge of Oon, Aberdeen, Scotland.
Telephone: 0224·702073.
Incorporates lull Home Counties Inlemational Scolland/England/Northem Ireland/
Wales/Eire

14th HUDDERSFIELD CHIPPENDALE
MARATHON

.

Promoted by Longwood HAC, Sponsored by Chippendale Plant Hire,
Fisher's Tilers & ES Ltd.
Mens', ladies' and Vets' Northern. Yorks, Northern Vets Champs. Under AAA,
rules.

wee & RWA

Venue: (A62) Leeds Road Playing Fields, Huddersfield at 12 noon on
Easter Sunday, 19th April 1981. Course record: 2: 18: 15. Entry fees.
75p per individual, no team fees. 30p for North Vets Champs.
Entries: John E Sawyer, 1 Ashfield Avenue, Skelrnanthorpe.
Huddersfield HD8 9BW. Closing date 5th April 1981.

Entrance fee: £1-00
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INTERNATIONAL MARATHONS 1981
To complement our diary of domestic marathons for 1981, we provide here a guide to major international events. The emphasis is on
European marathons and those major races in other continents
which fonn part of the ~ternational "circuit" (thus you will f'md
three American events listed although there are now over 200 US
marathons).
23
23
24
24
24
24
30

JANUARY
4
24
31

Sec of Galilee. ISR
Bermuda
I-long Ko"g

FEBRUARY
7
8
8
22
27

Apeldoorn, HOL
Auckland, NZL
Tokyo, JPN
Noisy-le-ROl, FRA
Manama, BRN

JUNE

MARCH
IS
15
15
23
27
29
29

Essonne, Pa!is, F'RA
Nuremberg. FRG
Catalunya, Barcelona. ESP
Monza. ITA
Metz, FR!\.
Collonges. Gex, FRA
Coast of China. HKG

APRIL
5
5
5
11
12
12
12
18
19
20
25
25
26

Hleres, FRA
MarlIgny, Vala15, SUI
Faro, POR
Wescland. Naalwi)k, HOL
A nnecv. FRA
St And~e Treize Vales, FRA
Lezignar: Corbleres, FRA
Aalborg, DEN
Liifre, Brittany, FRA
Boston, USA
Orsoy, FRG
Albi, FRA
Bouhy. FRA

MAY
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
9
16
17
17
17

Rollerdam, HOL
Copenhagen, DEN
Pans. FRA
Oebno. POL
Strasbourg. FRA
Fmlandla, FIN
Szeged. HUN

Rome, ITA
Bienne. SUI
Karl-Marx Stadt. GDR
Le Quesnoy. FRA
Val de Marne. FRA
Pat ms, GRE
Vanjoevre, Nancy, FRA
Amsterdam, HOL
St Affrioue. FRA
Frankfu~t, FRG
Macrid, ESP
Mengnac, FRA

6
6
7
7
13
14
20
21
28

Base!, SUI
Montlucon, FRA
Clerrey, FRA
Cork, lRL
Antwerp BEL
Delle, FRA
Copenhagen, DEN
Beuvrages, FRA
Otwock, POL

JULY
4
il
12
25
26

Rovamemi, FIN
Enschede, HOL
Oslo. NOR
Oyarzun, ESP
Helsmki, fiN

Sports Injury Clinics
Here is an up-to-date list of NHS
hospitals who run sports injury
clinics.
Aldershot. Cambridge Military Hospital
0252 22521 (Ext 208) Lt B L Wilcox
Bedford. Bediord Hospital
0234 55122 Or Hawkes
Birmingham. Birmingham General
Hospital
021-2368611 Mr j R Pearson/ Mr Nlgel
Tubbs
Bristol. Bristol Royal inflrmary
0272 2204 i Mr P G Stab!eforth
Cambridge. Addenbrookes Hospital
0223 4SIS1 (Ext. 254) Or Sylvia Lachmann
Colchester. Severalls Hospital
0206 77271 Or Gilbert
"Soft tissue mjury clinic"
Derby. Derbyshire Royal In:irrnary
033247141 (Ext 556) Dr George M
Cochrane
Guildford. St Luke s Hospital
048371122 Or Malcolm Read
Kettering. Kettering and District General
Hospital
053681141 Or I M MOnts
Leeds. St James Hospital
053233144 Or Ian Adams/Or Wendy
Oodds
London.
Guv's Hospttal
01-4077600 (Ext 2424) Or Terence
Gibson/Or John E Oavies

Stockholm. SWE
Letterkenny. IRL
Ottawa/Avon, CAN

SEPTEMBER
11
12
13
13
13
27
27
26

Northampton. Northampton General
Hospital
060434700 Dr T C Beer/Or F A Ne....1On

Oswestry. Institute of OIlhopaedics
0691 531 I Professor Brian T O'Connor/ Ml
Robert jones
Oxford. Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre
0865 64811 Mr John Kenwright

Berchem. BEL
Montreal Populaire, CAN
Montreal Eilte. (;AN
Agen, FRA (lAAF Team Champs)
Eugene, Oregon, USA
Toronto, CAN
Berlin, GDR
Florence, ITA

At last the shoethat
fits I1lgLr!T'hwg!J yourfoot.
developed by adidas It has a unique "shock absorber" system which
__ ..
allows you to tune the shoe to your particular needs.
..

~

Slough_ Farnham Park Rehabilitauon
Centre
369 2271 Or JOh'l Wi!ltams
Southampton. Southampton General
Hospital
0703 777222 Mr james A Robertson/Or 0
Campbell
Uxbridge. Hilltngdon Hospital
01-8938282 Dr Peter S"'''flyn
Weymouth. Weymouth Oistnct Hospital
030577221] Mr John Wnghton

Howto come 765th
in the London
Maratho

AUGUST
15
16
23

Hackney HospItal
01-9855555 Mr R Neli Baxter
King's College Hospilal
01-2746222 (EX! 2434) Mr j G lanes
The Middlesex Hospital
01-6368333 Mr Alan F Bedford
Royal Northern Hospllal
01-272 7777 Mr Martin Lo...!y
St Charles Hospital
01-969 2488 Or Leonard Sash
Westminster Hosoital
01-828 9811 Or !a~ Curwen

The midsole wedge of "Polyair" material is extremely light
and flexible

OCTOBER
4
10
11
25
27

Kosice, TCH
Athens, GRE
Black Forest, Braunlingen, FRG
New York, USA
Neuf-Bnsach, FRA

DECEMBER
5

To finish the London Marathon before midnight
on Sunday will be no mean feat.
To come anywhere in the first thousand will require nothing
less than serious training and careful preparation.
This is where Deep Heat comes in.
Rub it on during your warm up and it'll help avoid pulled
muscles during any run, and prevent stiffness afterwards.
(So it's no coincidence that it was supplied to the British
Athletes at the 1980 Olympics and the English Athletics team
at the last Commonwealth Games.)
If you'd like to know more about pre-event preparation and
the part Deep Heat can play, just send us 50p and we'll send you
our illustrated wallchart: "Warming Up For Sport."

Fukuoka. jPN

Notes:
I. Where definite infonnation was not yet available, 1980 days and dates have been converted forwards.
-

2. For further infonnation on these events, contact the appropriate governing body (the
equivalent of our AAA). An invaluable directory of addresses [or such bodies is available
from the International Amateur Athletic Federation, 162 Upper Richmond Road, London
SW 15 2SL, price £ 1.00.
3. The Spiridon Club of Great Britain (see Directory of Organisations) organises trips to continental marathons and we are indebted to Jim Mouat and Martin Bleasdale of Spiridon for
their help. in compiling this calendar.
4. Running Magazine is organising week-long trips for British runners to the Finlandia Marathon Gyvaskyla, Finland, May 24) and the New York Marathon (October 25). Full details from
5-8 Lower John Street, London W 1.

0(00)
SANDWELL MARATHON
SUNDAY 12 JULY 1981
OPEN EVENT - NO QUALIFYING TIMES
UNDER AAA'S & WAAA'S LAWS
MEDALS AND CERTIFICATES TO ALL FINISHERS

~

~

~::'::':';':Menthhlattn\r::;:;:

ftCCftU.····®

~ ::.:::.i1.I;~~~::::;:.::: . : :]: : ~i.!

SPONSORED BY TRUSTEE SAVINGS BANK
Fast accurate larmac course

Entries to: TSB SANDWELL MARATHON, HADEN HILL LEISURE CENTRE, BARR'S
ROAD, CRADLEY HEATH, WARLEY, WEST MIDLANDS
BY JUNE 8. PLEASE ENCLOSE 9 x 4 SAE.

The~ Marathon
HARLOW SPORTS CENTRE
SATURDAY, 24th OCTOBER 1981 START 1.30pm.
MEN'S RACE PRIZES: FIRST 20 tND. FIRST 3 VETS OVER 40,. FIRST VET OVER 50. PLUS
3 TEAMS. LADIES'RACE: FIRST 3 (MORE tF ENTRY WARRANTS). ENTRY 75p. FORMS
& DETAILS (SAE} FROM: TOM DRADEY, 78 THE M/'PLES, HARLOW. ESSEX CM19 4RA.
Tel: HARLOW 33554.
.
CLOSING DATE: OCTOBER 6th (NO LATE ENTRIES)

st

International
City-Marathon
Hoechst- ....--::-~~"A~
Frankfurt .
~c:~
,

May1~1981

Entry forms are available from: OSC Marathon Organisationsburo
0-6230 Frankfurt am Main 80 Postfach 80 06 45,

A system of slanted studs give tremendous
traction while complementing the already
excellent shock absorption qualities

The heart of our LA Trainer: 3 interchangeable shock absorbing rods all available in 3
degrees of stiffness to give a wide range of
different combinations. So you can tune the
shoe very precisely to your weight, your
running style, and the running surface.

Tough nylon mesh uppers
allow maximum ventilation
with minimum weight.

adidas

~~iu,~

A few clues to who's

sponsoringthe 1981 Gillette
LondonMarathon?
,

PAPER: MATE® ~

oamy Gillette
ultrafine DISPOSABLEs
[Ri[KET '~.
RIGHTGUARQ
~

@

®

~s

c:Adorns ~~Wimt
Forthose who didn't have a clue
it's GiIlette UK Litnited. .

..

